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Abstract 
"Collective memory" is the term given to the widely shared reconstructed 
versions of the past that are assembled by both individuals and groups in order to define 
their present and prepare for the hture. The construction of a collective memory is often 
the result of conflict between opposing groups with differing agendas but collective 
memory can also serve as a unimg force that provides a society with inspirational 
symbols in a time of crisis. 
Although archives contain many of the materials out of which collective memory 
is constructed, the fiterature is still largely silent about the contributions that they make to 
this process. This thesis focuses on two Mennonite archives in Winnipeg, Manitoba and 
the atternpts that they have made to assist in the construction of a collective memory for 
their respective denominations 
Mennonite archives face two main problems. First, they serve Protestant 
denominations with an active interest in missions and social issues and are often forced to 
defend the spirihial necessity of preserving the past. Second, Mennonites are often 
uncertain as to whether they should be defbed by their religious faith or their ethnicity. 
Many Mennonite leaders are reluctant to commemorate their ethnic heritage out of a fear 
that such an emphasis rnight prevent cross-cultural outreach. 
The archives at the Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies serves a denomination 
(the Canadian Conference of Mennonite Brethren Churches) that has been heavily 
influenced by North Arnerican evangelicalism. It seeks to influence collective memory 
in its Conference by stressing the spiritual necessity of preserving archival materials. The 
Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies has been active in producing resources designed 
to inforni its constituents of their Anabaptist heritage. 
The Mennonite Heritage Centre has portrayed itself as more of an ecumenical 
institution, due in part to the more open nature of its denomination, the Conference of 
Mennonites in Canada. It seeks to assist the larger Mennonite community in reconcihg 
the reLigious and ethnic aspects of its heritage. For the supporters of the centre and 
archivists at the Conference of Mennonites in Canada collective memory should (ideally) 
act as a kuid of balance against various sorts of distorting or lirniting tendencies which 
may arise in the Canadian Mennonite community. 
Both institutions are actively involved in the forging of a new collective memory 
that h d s  inspiration in the words and deeds of the first Anabaptists as well as in the 
suffering and trïumph of the global M e ~ o n i t e  church. 
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Introduction 
In this thesis 1 propose to examine the role that the two leading Manitoba 
Mennonite religious archival institutions (the Mennonite Heritage Centre and the Centre 
for Mennonite Brethren Studies) attempt to play in shaping the public memory of their 
supporting communities. Historians have reminded us that memory and identity, whether 
individual or public, are not fked, but, as John R. Gillis writes: "representations or 
constructions of reality, subjective rather than objective phenornena."' In order to make 
sense of the world we live in, we are constantly revising our memories and tailoring them 
to suit our current identities. At the regional or national level, history often becomes a 
tool that aids in the construction of a public identity that serves a present purpose. This 
"public memory" is defined by John Bodnar as "a body of beliefs and ideas about the past 
that help a public or society to understand both its past and its present, and, by 
implication, its future."' According to Bodnar, the dominant power in a society attempts 
to impose its own version of the past on the general populace which responds in various 
ways, depending on how closely the officia1 history resembles local and individual 
"memories". 
In recent years, a number of books have been published that seek to illuminate the 
history of the stmggle to define public memory in the United States. Authoa such as 
Michael Kamrnen, John Bodnar and David Gl assberg descnbe how cultural institutions 
and events becme focal points in the effort to shape the present by evoking the past.3 
These books maintain that museums, hentage villages, dramatic re-enactments and ethnic 
festivals were only the most prominent of the various means used by the political and 
cultural elites to create official histories around which thei. particular constituencies 
would hopefully be united. As archivist Richard Cox points out, however, in a 1993 
review essay, the authors mentioned above pay little attention to the role of archives in 
the creation of public memory. This is odd since archival institutions are products of 
public nemory activities; a significant number have been created in conjunction with 
major celebrations such as anniversaries or centennials. Indeed, as Cox writes: 'Tt can 
be logically argued that a large portion of our archival and historical manuscript 
repositories are themselves artifacts (or documents?) of public memory discussions and 
activitied4 In addition, archival institutions are m a h g  a concerted effort to prove that 
they are indeed vital components of the cultural and social fabncs of the comrnunities 
that they serve. Consequently, any study of collective memory that neglects to examine 
the role of archives canot  be regarded as complete. 
Archivists Gabrielle Blais and David Enns define archival "public programming" 
as "those activities that result in direct interaction with the public to guarantee the 
participation and support necessary to achieve an archival repository's mission and M i 1  
its mandate."5 In the past, the public programming of most archival institutions was 
largely limited to the preparation of research guides and assisting individual researchers. 
In the last few decades, however, archivists have corne under increased pressure to 
devote more resources to promotional and outreach activities in order to increase their 
visibility and compete more effectively for fbnding in an era of decreased public 
spending on the arts and culture. 
An early supporter of increased public programming is American archivist Elsie 
Freeman, who urged that archival administration should be '%lient-centered, not 
materials-centered." She accused archives of catering almost exclusively to a small 
group of professional histonans even though studies indicated that their principal and 
most significant users were casual researchers! 
David Gracy, another eariy proponent of increased archival public programming, 
wrote in 1985: 'We m u t  demonstrate to our contemporarïes why archival services are 
fûndarnental to social cohesion now axld in the future. Without their interest and concern, 
archival services gradually will cease to exist, and so preservation of materials for the 
friture will terminate as well."' He advised archivists to regard promotion and outreach 
as every bit as essential as the traditional activities of gathering, appraising and 
description. 
The winter 1990-1991 issue of the Canadian archival journal Archivaria 
contained a number of articles that called for an increased focus on attracting the 
attention of the general public. Ian E. Wilson (now the National Archivist of Canada) 
wrote that archives should emulate museums by providing more stmctured histoncal 
experiences such as displays and classroom teaching kits.* Blais and EMS called for the 
incorporation of promotion and outreach into what they referred to as '%ore archival 
programs". The four key concepts that they emphasized were "image, awareness, 
education, and use". Archives must cultivate the image of a dynamic and vibrant 
organization worthy of support, promote an awareness of their services through the use of 
proven marketing techniques, provide a systematic education in the central principles of 
archival science, and assist users by providing more effective research to01s.~ 
The increased emphasis on public programming also has its critics, including 
Richard Cox himself. One of the conclusions of Cox's article on archives and collective 
memory is that, despite al1 their vigorous efforts at outreach and promotion, archives 
have largely failed to make much of an impact on the public consciousness. Studies of 
collective memory show that there is "a natural ebb and flow of public interest in 
memory" and archivists need to be wary of trying to satise the whims of a fickle 
clientele. Cox adds: "This does not mean that they [archiMsts] should abandon the idea 
of public prograrnming, but that they shoufd keep in mind priorities and not allow 
themselves to be caught in the changing winds of society's interests in the past."10 Terry 
Cook whiie not rejecting public prograrnming out of hand, cautions his colleagues 
against developing concepts of public service in isolation fkom the essential archival task 
of appraisal and description. "[A]rchives must not be tunied into the McDonald's of 
Information, where everything is carefdy rneasured to meet every customer profile and 
every market demographic. . . . >,IL 
Despite these words of caution, it is unlikely that too many archiva1 institutions 
will abandon public programming in order to remah true to the teachings of archival 
pioneers such as Jenkinson and Schellenberg. There are too many cultural institutions 
competing for fiuiding, and archives, like other potential recipients of govermental 
and/or private largesse, are feeling the obligation to demonstrate their use m e s s  and 
prove that they c m  exert a positive influence on the community fiom which they draw 
their support. 
The desire to play a more active role in shaping the coIlective memory of the 
community should be especialIy strong in the archives of religious denominations or 
institutions. Most of their fiinding comes fiom the gifts of individual members who must 
be convinced that their money is indeed going to assist in some meaningfûl purpose. 
Archival and other cultural institutions can be especially winerable in a reiigious 
organization that places a strong priority on outreach and evangelism. When preparing 
souls for the fiture is the main reason for existence, the preservation of the past may 
seem like an unnecessary distraction fiom the ultimate goal. Therefore, we should expect 
that the archives serving these organizations will be especially eager to demonstrate that 
they can exert a positive, and perhaps even a spiritual, influence on their benefactors. If 
they have no inauence at all on the collective memory of the supporthg community, their 
very existence may well corne under attack. 
A comprehensive examination of the role played by religious archives in the 
shaping of public memory is, of course, beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, 1 
propose to focus on the archival institutions of the two largest Mennonite denominations 
in Western Canada. The Mennonite Heritage Centre, which primarily serves the 
Conference of Mennonites in Canada (CMC), and the Centre for Mennonite Brethren 
Studies, which serves the Canadian Conference of Mennonite Brethren, are both located 
in Winnipeg and both are accountable to active denominations that place a high priority 
on maintaining an evangelical witness that transcends ethnic and cultural boundaries. 
The Mennonite Heritage Centre holds the records of a number of conferences and 
groups, including those of the Conference of Mennonites in Canada, Mennonite Central 
Conmittee (Canada), the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization and the 
Evangelical Mennonite Mission Conference. It also contains a signincant collection of 
community and personal papers. In addition to its archival program, the Heritage Centre 
also mounts fiequent exhibitions on Mennonite themes in its public gallery. The centre, 
located on the grounds of Canadian Mennonite Bible College, was dedicated in 1979. 
The Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies, located on the campus of the former 
Concord College, holds the papers of the Canadian Conference of Mennonite Breehren as 
well as a large collection of personal papers. The centre was designated as one of the 
three official Mennonite Brethren archival depositones in North America in 1975. It 
moved to its present location in 1979. The Heritage Centre and the Centre for MB 
Studies jointly publish the Mennonite Historian and organize and sponsor nurnerous 
historical commemorations and scholarly symposia 
Due to the nature of their parent denominations, these two archives should prove 
to be particularly interesting subjects for a thesis on collective memory. Although both 
denominations have their origins in the ethnic Mennonite comtnunity they believe that 
they possess a message that transcends ethnic boundaries. As a resuIt of vigoroiis 
evangelistic programs, the two conferences have gained new members £iom a wide 
variety of ethnic and cultural backgrounds in North America. In addition, overseas 
missions programs have resulted in the formation of new national churches in Asia, 
Afnca and Latin Amerka, 
The r eah t ion  that the word 'Mennonite" stiIl possesses a strong ethnic 
connotation in North Amerka has posed a dilemma for many M e ~ o n i t e  ieiïgious 
leaders. They often wonder how the general public can be instructed to make the 
distinction between a small North American ethnic group and a gIobal faith that c1airns 
one million adherents fiom a wide varkty of races and cultures. In a sincere effort to do 
away with any confusion, many Mennonite leaders try to downplay the ethnic heritage of 
their churches- In fact, many new churches started by Mennonite denominations do not 
have the word '?Mennonite" in their officia1 name and a few smaller denominations have 
dropped it altogether. Celebrations that have a strong ethnic connotation, such the 
centennial of the arrival of the b t  Mennonites in Manitoba, are denounced by many 
Mennonite church members as  an unnecessary diversion of resources fkom the more 
significant task of building the universal church. 
On the other side of the debate are those who clairn that a church cannot face the 
future without a fïrm knowledge of its past. They worry that the effort to transcend 
ethnicity will result in the loss of distinctive Mennonite teachgs such as pacifism and 
make their denominations indistinguishable fkom other rnainstream evangelical groups. 
M e ~ o n i t e  archives, therefore, face a unique problem: Most of their fiinding 
cornes fiom religious denominations but most of their holdings have been created by the 
ethnic group out of which the denominations originated. Many of their clients are 
researchers interested in studying the ethnic Mennonite population of Western Canada or 
genealogists interested in researching the origins of a particular ethnic Mennonite family. 
At the same time, however, these archives are supported by tithes from the members of 
their religious denornination and are thus under an obligation to justim why they should 
receive fiuiding that might othenivise go towards the support of a missionary couple or the 
construction of a new church building. How can an archival institution participate in the 
formation of its denomination's collective memory if the denomination itself regards that 
memory as a handicap? 
This thesis will attempt to demonstrate how the two most important Mennonite 
archives in Western Canada have responded to this dilemma. Due to the differing natures 
of their parent denominations, these two institutions each face their own unique set of 
challenges. Their stories provide the basis for the third and fourth chapters. The first 
chapter contains a generd o v e ~ e w  of the field of collective mernory studies wWe the 
second is a brief histoncal survey of the key features of collective memory in the 
Mennonite commURity of Western Canada. 
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Chapter One: Recent Trends in the Literature on Collective 
Memory 
Our sense of identity, whether individual or corporate, is to a large extent 
govemed by our impressions of the past. Memory, in both individual and corporate form, 
is the means by which these impressions are recovered. While we might like to think that 
our recoIlections of the past are reliable, most of us will gmdgingly admit that memory is 
a notoriously untmstworthy tool. Even if we are largely ignorant of the scholarly 
literature on the subject, our own experience has shown us that our memory of a 
particular event may differ considerably fkom those of others who were present. As 
David Lowenthal writes : 'Xo wever voluminous our recollections, we know the y are 
mere glimpses of what was once a whole living r e a h .  No matter how vividly recalled or 
reproduced, the past progressively becornes more shadowy, bereft of sensation, effaced 
by oblivion."' 
Scholars no longer regard memory as the simple act of retrieving information; it is 
now viewed as an active and constructive process in which the past is sometimes 
deliberately manipulated for curent use. "To rernember," says the historian Barry 
Schwartz, "is to place a part of the past in the service of conceptions and needs of the 
pre~ent."~ David Lowenthal, in somewhat Loftier terms, describes the past as a "foreign 
country whose features are shaped by today's predilections, its strangeness domesticated 
by our own preservation of its vestiges."' 
This deliberate manipulation of the past can occur on any nurnber of levels but 
scholars of memory are particularly interested in the formation of the collective memory 
of groups, ranging fiom families and trïbes to entire nations. Since a group's identity is 
determined to such a large extent by its past, the ways in which this past is 
commemorated and articulated are fiequently contested. 
The traditional scholarly view of memory, formed by the discipline of 
psychology, assumed that it would fade and lose its authority as tirne passed. By the 
1930s' however, scholars were already expanding the fiontiers of memory research to 
concentrate on its collective and persistent nature! The study of collective memory did 
not attract much attention outside of France until the 1970s when it was seized upon by 
histonans and social scientists dissatisfied with definitions of memoy rooted in 
psychology. Subsequent scholarly a c t i v i ~  has broadened the subject considerably, 
crossing many disciplinary boundaries in the process.5 
The major inspiration behind the modem study of collective memory is Maurice 
Halbwachs, a French psychologist who died in the Buchenwald concentration camp 
shortly before the end of World War II. Halbwachs was a disciple and younger colleague 
of Emile Durkheim ami, in his studies on memory, made use of his mentor's insight that 
creativity was not the result of individual accomplishment but largely rooted in collective 
phenornena According to Halbwachs, memories were not the unique product of an 
individual consciousness but collective entities formed through social interaction: 
" . . . mt is in society that people normally acquire their memones. It is also in society 
that they recall, recognize and localize their mernorie~."~ The past was not simply 
preserved but rather reconstnicted on the basis of the present. In each generation, a 
collective fkamework existed on which individual mernones were placed to be shaped 
and molded in order to conform to the prevailing ethos of the time. "Society fkom time to 
tirne," said Halbwachs, "obligates people not just to reproduce in thought previous 
events of their Lives, but also to touch them up, to shorten them, or to complicate them so 
that, however convinced we are that our memories are exact, we give them a prestige 
that reality did not possess."7 
Memories, therefore, cannot be produced in a vacuum. It is the fiamework of 
collective memory that keeps alive many details that an individual could not possibly 
remember without outside assistance. This same fkamework also provides the platfonn 
on which individuak construct their own histories, usually without any consciou sense 
of its existences8 
Halbwachs' approach to the study of memory seems to be verified by the research 
produced by scholars investigating how memory is shaped in various groups. Barbara 
Allen, for example, noticed in her study of pioneer memones in the Pacific Northwest 
that the recollections of the early settlers sounded alike in spite of differences in locale, 
tirne penod and individual experience. She theorised that people could only perceive of 
themselves as pioneers after the fact; their individual recollections of the pioneer 
expenence were dependent on a collective consciousness that had been shaped through 
organizations and activities intended to reify the pioneer experience. As a result of this 
collective activity, an acceptable narrative h e w o r k  was created around which 
individuals could orgarize their experiences. The tendency towards conformity was 
aided by oral histonans whose notions of what to ask their subjects were shaped by this 
communal reminiscing. Utimately, the pioneer narratives were not so much about what 
happened but about what both the narrators and theu audiences thought ought to have 
happened.g 
Religious expenences are aiso not immune firom this phenornenon. The validity 
of an individual's personai faith testimony, for example, does not have ta be denied by 
acknowledghg the likelihood that it has been shaped by the collective consciousness of a 
particular denomination or sect. In a lecture on the topic of mernosr in the Mormon 
Church, Roger Launius notes that personal testirnonies of church members ofien include 
a description of a unique reiigious experience resulting fkom a pilgrimage to a church 
historic site. He believes that their similarity is the result of a collective memory that has 
been constructed over many years and is repeatedly reinforced through the conscious 
efforts of church leaders to create a specific histonc ideal." 
In spite of (or perhaps because of) Halbwachs' influence on the fiture course of 
collective memory studies, his ideas have inevitably attracted their share of cnticism. 
Amencan historian Barry Schwartz has challenged the notion that coIlective memory, 
pôrticularIy in a modem literate society, is totally detached fiom historical memory: 
"Given the constraints of a recorded history, the past cannot be literally constnicted: it 
can only be selectively exploited." In addition, this exploitation canno t be arbitrary; 
events selected for commemoration must have some factual significance to begin with if 
they are to be success~lly incorporated into the collective memory of a goup.12 
James Fentress and Chris Wickham have faulted Halbwachs for placing too much 
emphasis on the collective nature of social consciousness and neglecting to investigate 
how an individual consciousness might relate to the collective consciousness of which it 
is a part, They stress the need to elaborate a conception of memory that does not simply 
portray the individual as an automaton passively obeying an interiorized collective will. 
Instead, they argue that each individual accommodates remembered facts into a 
predisposed intemal context For this reason they prefer to use the term ccsocial memory" 
rather than cccoI~ective memory". Fentress and Wickham describe 'csocial nieinory" as a 
continual process of active restnicturing in whîch various elements may be retained, 
reordered or suppressed, depending on the disposition of the indi~idual.'~ 
Despite these criticisms, the key theme of Halbwach's writings - that memory is a 
social construction rather than an individual psychological response to past events - has 
formed the basis for ncost of the subsequent work on the subject of public memory. As a 
result, customs and celebrations once regarded as  timeless traditions are now exposed as 
rather recent constructs deliberately designed to appear more venerable than they really 
are. Eric Hobsbawm's groundbreaking work on the nature of tradition provides 
numerous examples of this phenornenon that was particularly prevalent in the 30 or 40 
years preceding the First World war.14 Another historian, in fact, describes the later 
nineteenth century as an age of "invention of traditi~n."'~ Rapid social and political 
changes, including the birth of a new industrial economy and the emergence of the 
modem European nation-states provided the irnpetus for a search for new traditions that 
could be used by the state to justi& its existence. Other scholars have uncovered m e r  
evidence of the increase in invented or revived tradition during penods of social and 
political upheaval. Yael Zerubavel, for example, has documented the means by which 
the modem Israeli state created and maintained an aImost entirely new set of traditions to 
provide a sense of stability in a strange and often hostile en~ironment.'~ 
If a new tradition is to be widely accepted, it must be in accord with the 
community's core belief system. Zerubavel suggests: "Whatever is invented must be 
adjusted to meet various social considerations and cultural conventions. Most of dl, the 
invention must also have an emotional appeal for the general public if it is to be at al1 
viab1e."17 In modem Israel, for example, new cornmernorative rituals and narratives were 
not simply imposed fiom above but were the result of an ideologically motivated 
collaboration between educators, writers, politicians, ordinary settlers and Hebrew 
yo~th. ' *
In addition, the success of a new tradition depends on its ability to p a s  as an old 
tradition. Zerubavel writes: "An awareness of its deliberate construction inevitably 
undermines its acceptance as traditi~n."'~ Halbwachs himself concurs: "Society must 
persuade its members that they already carry these beliefs within themselves at least 
partially, or even that they will recover beliefs which had been rejected some tune ago."20 
The means by which the past is manipulated to serve the needs of the present have 
corne under intense scrutiny by historians and other academics. It is generdly conceded 
that tradition can aid in bringing about socid cohesion in an otherwise heterogeneous 
society- According to Halbwachs, the past is distorted as a means of introducing greater 
coherence. Society can survive only if there is a sufficient ~ t y  of outlook among the 
individuals and groups comprishg it. Therefore, society tends to erase Iiom its niemory 
anything that might create dissension between individuals or distance one group fiorn 
anotherS2 ' 
At the same time, there is also the fear that this manufactured cohesion is simply a 
tool used by controlling elites to maintain their supremacy. Le Goff states bluntly that 
collective memory is "an instrument and an objective of power."22 Fentress and 
Wickham describe the articulation of public memory as belonging essentially to the 
political elites; it is only rarely contested by other social groups and very rarely with 
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interests had not Ïntended. So, for example, a national flag may be designed to promote 
patriotism and reinforce the citizenry's sense of duty to the state but it can also be 
appropnated as a symbol in a fight to protest racial oppression or to demand more 
political rights for the disenfran~hised.~ 
In addition, a .  control that an elite possesses over the collective recollections of 
the larger group will inevitabiy dissipate with the passage of t h e .  The contiming 
conflict between personal and public memory prevents any single interpretation or 
intention fkom controlling how an event or personage wil1 be perceived in the füture. As 
Gary Taylor writes, a powerfil person or group may erect a monument but they cannot 
force future generations to gather there.26 
While differing to a slight extent in the h e r  points of their theoretical models, the 
scholars mentioned above al1 seem to share the notion that collective memory is a product 
characterised by manipulation and divisiveness, arising out of the clashes between 
various economic and social classes. The only positive effect it seems to produce is 
heightened class consciousness among the oppressed. Barry Schwartz has countered this 
Marxist model with a much more positive view of collective memory as a largely positive 
force that can be of inestimable value in tirnes of crisis. 
Collective memory, says Schwartz, is not only a "mode1 of society" but a "'model 
for society'l He describes it as a program that d e h e s  a society's experiences, articulates 
its values and goals and produces cognitive, affective and moral orientation for realizing 
thern." Schwartz notes that sociological literature is filled with accounts of how 
collective memory syrnbolicdy encodes and reproduces class connicts and interest 
structures but contains littie or no information about memory as an entity in itsex2* 
Memory, according to Schwartz, is an ordered system of syrnbols that makes 
experience meaningfûl- Drawing on the work of Clifford Geertz, he writes: "Collective 
memory is located in society's 'latent pattern maintenance' subsystem, whose agents 
representing both the state and civil society, sustain cultural values by invoking the past 
and recounting its grand  narrative^."^' In Schwartz's model, a primary ~amework of 
shared memones, not depending on or harking back to any prior or original 
interpretations, underlies our collective consciousness. This kamework serves as the 
background for the perception and comprehension of cunent events." 
'Xeying" is the term that Schwartz uses to describe the mechanism of the 
interpretative process that makes shared mernories continually relevant for succeeding 
generations. In this process, the meaning of activities understood in relation to one 
primary fiamework is transformed by cornparhg them with activities understood in 
relation to another: 'Xeying arranges cultural symbols into a publicly visible discourse 
that flows through the organizations and institutions of the social ~or ld ."~ '  To illustrate 
this, Schwartz descnbes how the image of Abraham Lincoln was successfully invoked by 
the United States in the early 1940s as a means to inspire and define Arnerica's entry into 
the impending global crisis. The image of Lincoln as the honest and upright gentleman 
reluctantly entering into a bloody conflict in order to uphold what he knew to be nght 
was deeply ingrained into the collective psyche of the nation. It took very little effort on 
the part of the nation's leaders to transfoxm Lincoln into a symbol of fortitude that would 
help define America's participation in the fight against fa~cisrn.'~ 
Schwartz disputes Bodnar's assertion that any image of the past is a product of 
elite manipulation. A conflict theory that assumes dissension to be the natural sstate of 
society ignores the very real possibility that the image-makers might embrace the same 
values and goals as their audience; s h e d  symbols can be invoked to articulate rather 
than manipulate sentiment. Schwartz womes that we are living in a "post-national" age 
when national memones are losing the capacity to mobilize and heal; he wonders if 
collective memory will be able to retain its traditional capacity to organize experience 
and endow it with human values. He notes that collective memory, as a model for 
society, has inspired resistance and reform as weli as consensus and conformity. His 
most pressing concern is the fact that American history is now regarded in many quarters 
as a source of shame. Schwartz asks whether a nation is weakened when its grand 
narratives are discredited and its citizens conceive of the past as something to be repented 
of rather than embra~ed .~~  
Schwartz's alternative model, with its much more optimistic view of the u n i m g  
power of collective memory, is a valuable counterpoint to the prevailing trends in the 
field and should prove especially usefid in an analysis of a religious group, usually the 
possessor of a potent set of latent spbols .  It is impossible, however, to ignore the 
numerous accounts of conflicts that arise around the creation of a collective memory. 
The power to define the past is also the power to determine the present and thus, with the 
stakes as high as they are, the efforts of the dominant component of a group to shape its 
collective memory seldom go unchallenged. This struggle usually 
various forms of cornmernorative activity employed by the group to 
and celebrate its past. 
cIirnaxes over-the 
publicly articulate 
In his study of the creation of collective memory in the modem state of Israel, 
Zerubavel emphasizes the centrai importance ofcommemoration in our understanding of 
the dynamics of memory change. The vitality of collective memory is fuelled by a wide 
range of formal and informal commemorative activities such as  holiday celebrations, 
festivals, monuments, songs, films, dramas and parades. Despite the best efforts of 
historical writers and researchers, it is these commemorative events that play the primary 
role in shaping a society's knowledge of the 
Zerubavel posits the existence of a "master commemorative narrative" that is 
fashioned selectively and creatively by drawing upon the available historical sources. 
This "master commemorative narrative" is designed to provide an overall sense of group 
identity by demonstrating the existence of roots in a distant past. It tends to focus in 
particular on the event that marks the group's emergence as an independent social 
identity. '' 
Existing alongside and challenging the hegemony of the "master commemorative 
narrative" is a "countermemory". This "countermemory" offers a divergent 
commemorative narrative that represents the views of marginalized inaividuals or groups 
witbin the society. Zerubavel explains: "The commemoration of the past can thus 
become a contested temtory in which groups engaging in a political conflict promote 
competing views of the past in order to gain control over the political center or to 
legitimate a separatist ~nentation."~~ 
This conflict mode1 of commemoration is expanded upon in the writings of John 
Bodnar, who tends to define stmggles over memory in terms of class. He regards the 
shaping of a past worthy of public commemoration as a struggle for supremacy between 
the advocates of various political ideas and sentiments. Zn bis view, the cultural leaders 
who engineer public cornmernorative activities are usually middle-class professionals 
whose careers and social positions depend upon the sumival of the very institutions that 
are being celebrated. Commemorative events aimost always stress the desirabilÎty of 
maintaining the social order while dramatic or revolutionary events fkom the past are re- 
interpreted in ways that soften the idea of transformation and instead promote patriotism 
and national growth. The rest of society (or the "ordinary people7'), in contrast, will 
usually participate in these events but will keep a watchfùl eye to ensure that their 
interests are protected.37 
Evidence of this struggle between officia1 and vernacular interests is provided in 
David Glassberg's study of histoncal pageantry in Arnerica. This unique form of 
commemoration attained its peak popularity in the early twentieth century, mainly as a 
result of its use by reform groups to undergird their attempts to irnprove society. It was 
hoped that these pageants would provide tangible evidence of the community's 
connection to its past and that the resulting sense of continuity would serve as a 
psycho logical keel amid rapid social change.3 
The desired effect, dortunately, was not always achieved. The high-blown 
patriotism characteristic of these events was often ignored by both participants and 
spectators who usually had other motives for their involvement. As Glassberg 
demonstrates in his book, these could range kom the chance to flaunt one's wealth or 
influence to the expression of ethnic or cultural identity. As in other public forms of 
commemoration, the power to articulate the meaning of the past for the larger group is 
not absoiute. Public histoncal imagery is not simply a collective representation or an 
expression of the culture speaking for itself but the result of a continuous stniggle 
between compefing groups. Glassberg notes that civic officials will occasionally even 
include dissenting voices in their public histoncal representations, thus giving rise to the 
possibility that the desired impression will be subverted." 
The power of the official culture is m e r  limited by the heterogeneity of the 
audience it is trying to cultivate. Depending on their individual backgrounds, audience 
members attach different meanings to the public images they are shown. These 
alternative meanings are leamed Erom other sources of tradition, such as f d y  customs 
and tales, CO-workers, fiends, or the teachings of a particular religious denomination or 
s e d o  
The curent state of public memory is a subject of some debate. Bodnar writes: 
'By the latter part of the twentieth-century public memory remaùis a product of elite 
manipulation, symbolic interaction and contested discourse. Leaders continue to use the 
past to foster patriotism and civic duty and ordinary people continue to accept, 
reformulate, and ignore such messages.'*' John R. Gillis, however, claims to see a new 
democratisation in memory that has slowly developed in the last few decades. He 
regards the huning point as the Vietnam Mernorial in Washington, D.C. Instead of a 
statue of a general or a tomb dedicated to an unknown soldier, the wall includes the 
names of every American soldier who died in the war. This incIusiveness is a symbol of 
the growing conviction that everyone now deserves equal recognition at al1 times in 
equdly accessible places.42 
Gillis also notes the declining influence of traditional narratives of the past. In an 
age of rapid globalisation, the nation-state is losing its distinctiveness and people are 
devoting more tirne to local, ethnic and family mernories. The lack of a grand over- 
arching narrative places an increasing Surden on individuals, who are forced to place 
greater reliance on the resources of theK immediate or local surroundings. In fact, says 
Gillis, the possession of only a single memory is fiowned upon in our modem era that 
celebrates diversity and disparages monoculturd nationalism. An increasing number of 
persons are forced to contend with multiple identities and multiple rne~nories.~~ 
An excelient example of this phenornenon is the Mennonite population of Noah 
America. Apart fiom the obvious national and regional identities that accompany life in 
any locale, North American Mennonites face the challenge of dealing with both an ethnic 
identity and a religious identity that are not easily separated. This theme will be 
expanded upon in the next chapter but, for the moment, it is necessary to briefly examine 
these two facets of identity on a more general Ievel. 
Ethnic identity, like other forms of identity, is now considered by many scholars 
to be more a conscious construction rather than simply some primordial inheritance 
bestowed at bîrth. Anya Peterson Royce defines an ethnic group as "a reference group 
invoked by people who share a common bistoncal style . . . based on overt features and 
values, and who, through the process of interaction with others, identiQ themselves as 
sharing that style.'* She defines ethnic identity as "the sum total of feelings on the part 
of group members about those values, symbols, and common histories that identity them 
as a distinct gro~p.'A5 
Developing and maintaining an ethnic identity is especially important when a 
particular group h d s  itself in an alien environment where absorption by the dominant 
culture appears to be imminent. Suddenly, it becomes imperative to define and create an 
ethnic culture that can unite the group and mobilise rnembers in the effort to achieve 
economic and political influence. Royce emphasises the necessity of symbols, such as 
language, music, dances and historical a d o r  mythicd heroes, in maintaining a viable 
identity systern? Noting the similanty between ethnic and religious identity, Richard 
Handler mites: 'To serve as a collective symbol heritage must be widely accepted by 
insiders, yet inaccessible to outsiders.'*' The socially binding traditions that make up this 
heritage must be accepted on faith and not reason. Once the need exists to articulate and 
explain the rneaning of a symbol it has lost its effectiveness and needs to be replaced. 
This is one of the reasons why flexibility is also an integral component in the 
maintenance of ethnic identity. The relationship between a minority group and the 
dominant culture will inevitably change over time. At the outset, the hostility of the 
dominant culture or simply the need for companionship in an alien environment may be 
sufncient to keep the group together. As its social and economic status improves, 
however, and as its members become more MIy integrated into the dominant society, 
new strategies are needed to maintain a distinct identit~.~' 
John Bodnar, in his study of ethnic festivals in the United States, asserts that these 
new strategies are not the result of chance. Just as in the dominant culture, there is a 
stmggle in smaller groups as well over who will take the dominant role in shaping 
collective memory. In a description of the cornmernorative activities of the Swedish 
community in Illinois, Bodnar notes that the earliest celebrations centred on the first 
pioneers and their perseverance in the quest for religious fieedom. Gradually, however, 
as the ties to these early settlers became more distant, the forma1 ceremonies began to be 
followed by various fortns of entertainment that allowed participants to use the occasion 
as a means to r e d m  social ties and pursue personal pleasures. Fuaher changes took 
place when the group's social and economic elite took over the celebrations. Having 
achieved success through ties to Amencan political and economic institutions, the 
leadership class was motivated less by the need to afErm an ethnic or cultural 
distuictiveness than by the desire to promote local businesses and aErm its loyalty to its 
adopted country. Consequently, ethniciiy tended to be downplayed and was portrayed as 
little more than an exotic overlay that posed no threat to the dominmt culture.49 Bodnar 
notes: 
Patriotism and the reformulation of homeland symbols into bland 
expressions such as food or music did not corne about because of some 
vague assimilative process but because of the determined efforts of 
powerfirl people within and outside of ethnic cornmunities and institutions 
to d e h e  the celebration and presentation of ethnic heritage." 
The struggle over the collective memory of an ethnic group, however, pales in 
cornparison to the epic battles over the control of the past that continually occur in the 
religious realm. Religion, after dl, claims to have the ultimate answers to the three 
questions that are central to a .  collective identity: "Where did we corne h m ?  Why are 
we here? What is our ultimate destination?" 
Scholars specialising in memory shidies have not overlooked the importance of 
memory in the two religions that have had the most significant impact on Western culture 
and society. Le Goff points out that both Judaism and Christianity are both h l y  
anchored historically and theologically in history. Chnstianity, for instance, locates its 
origin in the events of the Passion Week, a definite and datable occurrence that serves as 
a focal point for dl subsequent cornmernorative a~tivities.'~ 
Paul Cornerton has studied the formation of social memory by what he defines as 
c'~~mmemorative c remonies." These are ritual performances characterised by stylisation 
and repetition that are peflormed out of a sense of obligation. Many of these ceremonies 
make th& connection to the past explicit by ritually re-enacting a narrative of events that 
is held to have occurred at some definite point in history. The constant repetition of the 
ceremony over time helps to shape collective memory and embed it in the group's psyche 
until it becomes a matter of routine and is perfomed almost instinctively without any 
conscious thought given to the reasons for its ongin. Connerton distinguishes three main 
distinguishable modes of articulation: C3lendnca1, Verbal and Gestural. Christianity, of 
course, contains excellent examples of al1 three of these.'* 
The Calendrical mode refers to the commemoration of the past through the 
organisation of t h e .  In Chnstianity, rites of remembrance are focused on the life of 
Jesus through the annual calendar. Literary scholar Frank Kermode has described the 
means by which the Christian liturgical calendar used to provide a fiamework around 
which to organise persona1 mernories. For instance, a particular event would be recalled 
as having happened just before Christmas or a few weeks &er   aster.'^ The verbal mode 
can be found in the various oral exercises that are perfomed in religious services, 
including the daily mass, the prayers and the recitation of the creeds. It c m  also be 
marked by the insistence on using a particular language such as Latin or, in the case of 
the Mennonites, Low German. The gestural mode, which Connerton refers to as "sacred 
action," refers to physical activities that recreate past events in stylised form. Christians, 
for instance, partake of the bread and wine in Communion in a symbolic re-enactment of 
the crucifixion. The rite of baptism is also a stylised recreation of the death and 
resurrection of Christ that represents the belïever's participation in the atonement." 
Halbwachs h s e l f  took considerable interest in the origins of Christianiw. He 
was particularly eager to demonstrate how Christian traditions had formed as a result of 
collective memory acting over generations. He maintained: "LReligious memory] does 
not preserve the past but reconstructs it with the aid of the material traces, rites, texts, and 
traditions left behïnd by the past, and with the aid moreover of recent psychological and 
social data, that is to Say, with the present."ss 
Halbwachs noted how the religion's leaders gave privileged status to the early 
years of Chnstianity. The penod fkorn the birth of Christ to the death of the fist apostles 
was essentially taken out of time and detached fkom al1 developments that followed. The 
life of Christ and the early missionary efforts of his first followers as recorded in the 
Canonical literature were to form the core of Christianity's collective memory, a memory 
that was now claimed to be permanently and completely established for al1 time. Al1 
subsequent philosophies and modes of thought would either have to adapt themselves to 
this dominant representation or be systematically ignored? 
The establishment of tradition in Chnstianity developed as the events on which it 
was based gradually receded into the past. At the outset, Christianity was k e r s e d  in 
the present and freely interacted and compromised with other contemporary groups. The 
leaders of the fàith, however, soon realised that the groups it was attracting were 
preserving their own memones and that this mass of new remembrances could not easily 
be located within the fiameworks of its own thought. It was at this point that traditions 
began to be established and officia1 doctrines formulated. Christianity 's leaders were 
transformed fkom functionaries and administrators to a hierarchy of clencs that could 
impose its authority on the laity. Christianity thus became a closed tradition that, at least 
in theory, separated itself fkom the world and turned entirely to the past for its 
Halbwachs dso attempted to describe what he saw as the essential conflict that 
shaped the church's collective memory. This is the ongoing struggle between 
66dogmatics" and "mystics" to control and define tradition. As beliefs harden into dogma 
and ritual they gradually Iose their luster and need to be rethought and reproduced in 
order to appeal to the next generation. Mystics typically draw attention to heretofore 
neglected aspects or personages of Christianity and accuse the dogmatics of hewing too 
closely to dead ritualism and dogma The mystics, however, despite claims to the 
contrary, still act within the confines of established tradition and interpret the past in 
temis of the present.58 
The dogmatics, in turn, may accept the mystics d e r  an initial reluctance if the 
ideas that are presented can be incorporated within the church's basic theology. So, 
attacks against dogmatism are eventually appropriated by the dogmatics themselves and 
become part of a new and improved dogma that will inevitably corne under attack by the 
next generation of mystics. Both factions are necessary to ensure the continued vitality 
of the church. Mystics are needed to shake up established tradition and ensure that the 
spintual life of the individual remains fiesh and vibrant while dogmatics are needed to 
protect the basic structures of theology and prevent spiritual anarchy by channelling new 
ideas into areas where they c m  M e r  the goals of the c h ~ r c h . ~ ~  
The religiously devout might object to the idea that their doctrinal statements are 
simply the result of an ongoing power struggle but even scholars sympathetic to a 
particular faith are aclcnowledging the power that is obtained through the control of 
collective memory. The Mormon historia. Roger Launius has descnbed how the General 
Authorities of the LDS Church have sought to manage its collective memory in order to 
ensure the strongest possible organisation. Over the years the institutional church has 
defined the way in which major issues and themes are to be recounted and interpreted and 
has permitted only a moderate degree of latitude fiom the agreed-upon story. 'The 
official consensus," says Launius, "arnounts to an officia1 effort to control memory for 
the Saints and to create an identity with specinc attributes, an identity that has Ied to the 
development of a number of a priori assumptions about what is good and bad in Mormon 
h i ~ t o r y " ~ ~  The Mormon historical community, according to Launius, has largely gone 
dong with the official line: "Most  d t ing  on the Mormon past has been onented 
toward producing a rather simple, celebratory, nonanalytical narrative that argues in 
subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) ways that God's word as defined by the Mormon 
prophets is spreading throughout the word in a never-ending advancement of the 
~hurch."~' The result, claims Launius, are histonans who write histones that, if not 
blatantly, a t  least tacitly defend the faith. As the foliowing chapters will indicate, a 
similar trend c m  be discerned in the Mennonite church and it is only in the last few 
decades that senous challenges to the dominant accounts have arisen fiom histonans 
working both within and apart fkom the traditional faith community. 
Aithough Christianity focuses on the ritualistic commemoraticn of the life and 
death of Christ, the very nature of the faith has also caused much ambivalence and even 
some hostility towards memory. Although a large part of the Bible is composed of 
histoncal literature, there is also an ernphasis on forging ahead towards the end of the 
world and the coming of the heavenly kùigdom. The decision to follow Christ and 
renounce the world is explicitly described in the New Testament as a death and rebirth 
experience. Sins, both past and present, wili be forgiven upon confession and then 
forgotten by an all-knowing ~ o d . ~ ~  TO the Apostle Paul, achieving the will of the God 
involves "forgetting what lies behind and reaching forward to what lies ahead."63 As a 
result, attempts to re-examine the sins of the past have often met with disapproval fiom 
Christians who believe that forgiveness cannot be accomplished without forgetfùlness. 
Ambivalence over preservation of the past also arises out of the belief that the 
Church's m a i .  objective is to proselytise and Save souk An excessive focus on the past 
is regarded as an unnecessary and possibly even harmfùi activity that prevents the faithfiil 
fiom carrying out their mission. Consequently, historic church buildings may be tom 
down and replaced with modern sanctuaries that c m  accornrnodate larger crowds and, as 
the following chapters indicate, symbols and names with historic significance may corne 
to be disparaged as cultural barriers that hinder evangelistic outreach. 
Mennonites, in particular, have struggled to transcend ethnicity and bring their 
distinctive faith to a wider world. As the Mennonite church, both in North America and 
around the world, becomes more ethnically and culturally diverse, efforts are growing to 
forge a new, distinctive Mennonite identity that takes into account the collective 
memones of al1 the various groups that now make up the global Mennonite church. The 
next chapter will specifically focus on the role that collective memory has played in the 
development of the Mennonite church with a special focus on the Russian Mennonites 
who settled in Western Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
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Chapter Two: Aspects of Canadian Mennonite Collective 
Memory 
Today's Mennonite Church traces its ongin back to the radical movement known 
as Anabaptism that arose out of the Reformation in sixteenth-century Western Europe. 
fis name is derived fkom Menno Simons, a former Catholic priest who provided 
leadership for an uprising in the Netherlands that began in 1536. Historian T. D. Regehr 
lists £ive beliefs which differentîated the Anabaptists Çom other Christian groups: an 
emphasis on the Bible as the sole authority on spiritual matters; "a Christ-centered 
discipleship"; an ethic of love and non-resistance; an allegiance to God above that of the 
state; and the importance of a visible beiiever's church composed of baptized adults. As 
a result of their refuçal to recognize the authority of the state in matters of conscience and 
faith and their establishment of a separate church, the Anabaptists and their descendants 
continually had to flee £iom persecution. Consequently, Mennonites were forced to be 
outsiders, living in alien cultures, speaking a dinerent language and practising a distinct 
way of life. No matter where they settled, they had to endure the ignorance and suspicion 
of the domiriant culture, especially in times of war when their strange language and 
pacifist beliefs were sure to arouse hostility * 
Although the ancestors of the Mennonites have not always been fanners, the 
repeated search for security and the fieedom to live out their faith fiee fiom persecution 
usually led to settlement in isolated rural areas. The Swiss Mennonites were among the 
many groups of European religious dissenters who settled in colonial Amenca. After the 
Revolutionary War, a significant number rnoved north to Upper Canada along with other 
Loyalists. 
The Mennonites of Dutch-Geman extraction, however, moved eastward, first to 
Prussia and later, by invitation of Catherine the Great, to southem Russia and the Ukraine 
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. It was in Russia, as the historian 
Frank Epp wrote, that they underwent the transition "fiom a prophetic protest movement 
to a withdrawn, peaceful, largely rural culture and then to a full-fledged ethnic identity.'" 
These Russian Mennonites were the ancestors of the majority of Western Canada's 
Mennonite commmity. 
The first wave of settlers emigrated to North America in 1874 in order to escape 
the Russian govemment's plan to take a more active involvement in govemïng the 
colonies. As a d e ,  the wealthier and more liberal immigrants settled in the midwestern 
United States while the landless and more consenrative groups settled in southem 
Manitoba. Later to be lcnown as the Kanadier, they at first attempted to replicate their 
traditional village-based way of lïfe on the Canadian prairies but were forced to adapt at 
l e s t  somewhat to Canadian society through the political and social pressure of the 
provincial govenunent. in the years before the First World War some of these first 
settlers moved m e r  west, to be joined by more immigrants tkom Ontario, the United 
States, Pnissia and Russia. 
The second wave of Mennonites arrived in Canada &er the First World War. 
They were fleeing the devastation of the Russian Revolution and the onset of 
Communism. These Rusdaender Mennonites had built up a prosperous and highly 
advanced society but with the onset of Communism, the results of years of hard work 
were wiped out in a matter of months as roving gangs of murderous bandits terrorised the 
colonies. In the years after 1923, some 20, 000 Rusdaender came to Canada in an 
emigration largely made possible by the intensive lobbying and financial support of the 
Kanadier Mennonites. One of the most signincant results of this effort was the formation 
in 1920 of the Mennonite Central Committee as a means of coordinathg the relief 
activities of the various Mennonite groups in North Amerka, 
From 1920 to 1940 the number of Mennonite congregations in Canada almost 
doubled, largely due to the influx of Russian immigrants. These years were also marked 
by tensions between the Kanadier and Russlaerzder who, although sharing a cornmon 
heritage and language, regarded each other with a mixture of suspicion and mistrust that 
had onginated many decades ago in Russia. 
In 1939, on the eve of World War II, the Mennonites of Manitoba were still an 
overwhelmingly rural and agricultural people, living in relative1 y isolated communiti es. 
Sociologists of that tirne who studied the Mennonites believed that their distinctive 
identity would be lost if they moved to the cities- One exception was E. K. Francis who 
believed that social organization could be maintained if the group adjusted to the 
dominant society as a whole rather than individu al^^? 
Francis turned out to be remarkably prescient. According to T. D. Regehr, 
between 1940 and 1970 Canadian Mennonites largely succeeded in entering the 
mainstream of Canadian culture without serious erosion of their identity, values and 
traditions. In the words of Regehr, they '%ecame a people transformed, but not 
assimilated.'* A 1989 study concluded that urban Mennonites had largely succeeded in 
maintaining their identity thanks to a strong religious cornmitment and cornmunity 
support. The authors of the study wrote that the tendency towards secularization had 
been countered by c'strong religious, family, community, and institutional identity that 
provides a sense of peop~ehood.'" 
For many, the assimilation process began during the war when more than seventy 
percent of Mennonite men of military age senred their country in either the military or 
alternative service programs. The alternative service camps exposed the men to a greater 
variety of experïences and brought them into contact with people fkom a wide range of 
cultural and religious backgrounds. As a result, many of those who served as 
Conscientious Objectors became convicted of the need to become more actively involved 
in the world rather than constantly retreating £iom it? 
In the years d e r  World War II Mennonites in western Canada made the transition 
fiom a rural to a largely urban people. This trend was accelerated by the arriva1 of 7700 
refügees fkom Europe, most of whom were forced to settle in the cities. Winnipeg's 
Mennonite population grew especially rapidly afler the war, resuiting in its eventual 
emergence as the Iargest centre of Mennonites in Canada and the Iargest concentration of 
urban Mennonites in the worId. This growth in population was accompanied by the 
development of an infrastnicture that included two coLleges and a riumber of media and 
publishing outlets as well as the Canadian headquarters of the Mennonite Central 
Cornmittee. 
A new Mennonite self-mderstanding was also under development in the postwar 
era. The publication o f  the Amencan Mennonite historian Harold S. Bender's seminal 
article "The Anabaptist Vision" provided North Arnerican Mennonites with the basis to 
develop a new theology in which physical and/or cultural separation fiom the world was 
replaced by an ideological separation. Inspired by their expenences as conscientious 
objectors, many Mennonites went out into the world as relief workers with the Mennonite 
Central Cornmittee or as missionaries serving under various denominational and faith 
missions agencies. 
Mennonites were conf?onting the world in the secular arena as  well. M a y  
achieved success in business, academia and the professions. The postwar era also saw an 
unprecedented fiowering of artistic and literary talent in Mennonite comrnunities. 
Mennonites entered politics and served at both the provincial and federal levels. 
Mennonite denominations became more decentralised as individual churches 
gained greater independence and the traditional lay leadership was replaced by a new 
generation of college educated professional ministers. American evangelicalism and 
fundamentalisni as weli as the social gospel theologies of the maidine Protestant 
denominations al1 made their impact on Mennonite churches. Many Mennonite groups 
became caught up in ongoing identity crises as they struggled to h d  a common ground 
between their traditional beliefs and these new influences. The situation was complicated 
by the fact that a combination of inter-marriage and evangelism was bringing people 
fkom outside the traditional ethnie boundaries into the churches. Some Mennonite 
leaders began to wonder if their ethnic identity was a hindrance to M e r  cross-cultural 
outrezch. 
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Mennonites in Canada are still, in 
many ways, stniggling to find a comrnon ground. The Mennonite comrnunity is "a 
complex mosaic of customs, lifestyles, and theologicd belief~."~ There are, however, 
several signs that point to a growing desire for uniW. The two largest denominations in 
North America, the Mennonite Chwch and the General Conference of Mennonites in 
North Amenca, have undergone a merger that wiU result in the creation of a ne#. 
conference known simply as the Mennonite Church. Ln Canada, the Conference of 
Mennonites in Canada and the Mennonite Brethren are attempting to overcome 
differences that date back to 1860 in Russia. Several inter-conference congregations 
have been started and the two conferences are jointly operating a number of educational 
and cultural institutions. They have also established a new Canadian Mennonite 
University in Winnipeg, with classes beginnulg in the fa11 of 2000. 
Although Mennonites have always been conscious of their historicai origins, a 
tradition of historical writing and reflection has been a relatively recent development. 
The beginnings of a modem Mennonite historiography can be traced back to the social 
and spintual turmoil of Russia in the latter half of the nineteenth century. According to 
historian David Rempel, one of the great weaknesses of the early historiography was that 
every Mennonite historian of the pre-revolutionary era was a minister: 
Our minister-historians were al1 too prone to view past events through the 
prism of the Bible and the tinted lenses of their e s t e r ' s  spectacles. It 
was too easy- to sweep difficult issues and those things considered to be 
derogatory to the congregation or to prominent people under the 
proverbial rug.* 
There is little evidence that they ever made use of the Russian archives or that they 
bothered to consult the many Russian sources on Mennonites that had been published in 
Russian govemment and technical joumal~.~ 
James Urry regards the early historians as members of the Mennonite 
intelligentsia who were eager to uphold the ideals of socid and cultural advancement that 
they were promoting in their leadership roles. Any cnticism in their writings was 
reserved for those figures fkom the past who had resisted change and were now 
condemned for their unwillingness to share in the philosophies that had shaped the 
"Golden Agey 'of Mennonite society in RUS& lo 
A more sophisticated style of history writing gradudly developed in Canada as 
assimilation caused Mennonite intellechal and religious leaders to search for a new 
identity based on an ideological rather than a cultural distinctiveness. The trauma of the 
Russian Revolution also caused many of the survivors to rethink the traditional 
triumphalist version of their history that had held sway in the pre-revohtionary era. 
Several enterpnsing men began to assemble collections of archival material and the 
establishment of the two colleges in Winnipeg in the 1940s provided libraries in which 
Mennonite histoncal matend began to find more permanent homes. In the 1960s both 
the Conference of Mennonites of Canada and the Mennonite Brethren set up central 
offices in Winnipeg and would subsequently initiate archival programs that were 
designed at least in part to look after the records created by these new offices." 
The 1960s and 1970s saw the appearance of a number of important histoncal 
works that were .solidly based on archival sources. The most significant writer to emerge 
was Frank Epp, whose Canadian Mennonite newspaper had become the forum for a new 
generation of young liberal Mennonite intellectuals. His fkst important work, published 
in 1962, is a history of the efforts of Kanadier Mennonites to rescue and resettle the 
survivors of the Russian ~evolution.'~ In 1967 a joint committee composed of members 
of a number of Canadian Mennonite histoncal societies appointed Epp to produce a new 
scholarly history of the Mennonites in Canada. The fkst volume was published in 1974 
to coincide with the centennial of the Mennonites in Manitoba. In the foreword, T. D. 
Regehr wrote that the book 
marks a departure fiom the old isolationism and an acceptance of the 
invitation to share with other Canadians the philosophy and history of 
Mennonite life in Canada. To many this rnay appear to be merely a 
M e r  step in the process of assimilation, It would be more correct, 
however, to view this book as a contribution to a tnie Canadian 
multiculturalism and a tme reügious pluralism.13 
The second volume of the history appeared in 1982. Due to il1 health, Epp was unable to 
wrïte the third volume which was compIeted by Regehr and pubIished in 1996. 
The Mennonite histoncal community also became intrigued with the writings of 
James Urry, an Oxford educated anthropologist who made himself one of the world's 
leading experts on the history of Mennonites in Russia As the fïrst significant "outsider" 
to study Russian Mennonite history, Urry brought a fkesh perspective to the material and 
soon became a fïxture at seminars and conferences in both Canada and the United States. 
Kis writings initially aroused some concem among more conservative Mennonites who 
wondered if he was a "tnie belie~er".'~ 
The current generation of Mennonite historians has built on the work of Frank 
Epp by expanding into areas that had previously been largely ignored. Topics dealing 
with subjects such as gender, class and economics are now being explored with the 
assistance of other disciplines such as sociology, anthropology and women's studies. 
There is also a move towards comparing the Mennonite past with the histones of other 
ethnic groups. For example, a 1995 conference at the University of Manitoba brought 
together historians fiom the Mennonite, Jewish and Ukrainian comrnunities to discuss 
their cornmon experience of emigration fkom Russia and eastem Europe. Another 
significant development in the last decade has been the opening of Russian archives and 
the uncovering of a large amount of previously unavailable material that promises to 
challenge many preconceived notions about the Mennonite sojourn in that country. 
The study of the subject of collective identity among Canada's Russian 
Mennonite population poses some challenges. Apart nom the usual ethnic conflicts, 
there is a strong religious element present as weU. The fact that many North Amencan 
Mennonite churches contain members from outside the traditional etluiic circles also 
compiicates matters. This chapter will highlight a number of areas of conflict that have 
developed in the ongoing quest for a collective identity. It is necessary to begin, 
however, by invoking the more unified mode1 of Barry Schwartz. 
As Schwartz has written, the primary fiamework of shared mernories that 
underlies a society's collective consciousness can be a powerfül force for unity and, in a 
time of crisis, it is ofien able to provide potent symbols that are invoked for inspirational 
purposes. In the case of the Mennonite community, it is the persecution and suffering of 
the first Anabaptists that forms the basis of this framew~rk.'~ 
Regardless of their place on the theological spectnim, Mennonites never fail to 
c l a b  that their particular church or denomination draws its primary inspiration fiom the 
- lives of the onginaï Anabaptists. Mennonites on the theological nght picture them as 
godIy men and women who suffered because of their willingness to boldly witness for 
Christ while Mennonites on the left regard their spiritual ancestors as social 
revolutionaries who were unwilling to be reconciled to an ruijust world. With few 
exceptions, every denominational and local history book begins with a chapter on the first 
Anabaptists, even if the subject's origins only date back to the turn of the century. For 
example, two smaller Canadian Mennonite conferences have published histories that both 
feature lengthy opening chapters on the origins of Anabaptism, even though one of the 
conferences onginated in 18 12 and the other only in 1937.16 Even a popular history of 
the Manitoba town of Steinbach begins with the sentence: 'The story of Steinbach and 
the Mennonite East Reserve in Manitoba begins with the Anabaptist movement in Europe 
in the sixteenth century."" 
The most important vehicle for the stories of the early Anabaptists is The 
Martyr's Minor, an account of their sufferings that was written by a Dutch Mennonite in 
1659 in order to strengthen the faith of his fellow believers. It was translated into 
German in the late 1740s and into English in 1886. This massive volume has 
traditionally been one of the few books apart fiom the Bible that could be found in even 
the most conservative home. Along with the Martyr's Miwor, most Mennonite families 
possessed a handfhi of other books, including the writings of Menno Simons and some 
hymnbooks and catechisms. These books were carried fiom one country to another "and 
in time they becarne the very symbols of group identity." Historian Royden Loewen 
writes: 'Young people were taught that they were part of a distinctive historical process, 
compnsed of people who had suffered in the p s t  and who should be prepared to do so in 
the f~ture."'~ 
The key figure behind the modem interest in the early Anabaptists was the 
Amencan historian Harold S. Bender who in 1944 published his seminal essay me 
Ana baptist fision. Bender drew a clear separation between the original evangelical 
Anabaptists and the various mystical, revolutionary and even antinomian groups that 
previous scholars of the Reformation had lumped together under the word "~naba~tist." '~ 
According to Bender, the Anabaptists were inspired by a "great vision that shaped 
their course in history and for which they gladly gave their lives." The three main 
components of this vision were: an emphasis on Chnstianity as discipleship, the concept 
of the church as a brotherhood with voIuntary membership based upon adult baptism, and 
an ethic of love and resistance that preached the complete abandonment of ali warfâre. 
Bender described Anabaptism as "the culmination of the Refomation, the fiilfilment of 
the original vision of Luther and ~ w i n ~ l i . " ~ ~  
Many of Bender's claims have been challenged by succeeding generations of 
Anabaptist scholars but while reports on new histoncal developrnents sometimes appear 
in the popular Mennonite press, it is doubtfiil that they have had much effect in 
dirninishing the power of Bender's Vision" the si^.^' 
Today, Mennonites ofien compare their current experience as Christians in a 
hostile pluralistic society to that of the early Anabaptists. Instead of retreating into 
cultural andor physical isolation as was the practice of their ancestors, modem 
Mennonites are encouraged by their Ieaders to bravely cordiont society and, like the h t  
Anabaptists, courageously provide a witness to Jesus Christ through word and deed. The 
actions and teachgs of the first Anabaptists are now taken to represent the essence of 
the Mennonite faith while the isolation of Russia and the evly years in Canada are 
regarded as an unfortunate detour that served to stultify the witness of the Anabaptist 
movement for hundreds of years.22 
The continuing innuence of the early Anabaptists can be seen in such events as 
the popular Miwor of the Martyrs travelling exhibit îhat came through Manitoba in 1994 
and the many special events that were held all  across North Amenca in 1996 in 
celebration of the 500" anniversary of Menno Simons' birth? 
Unfortunately, the sufferings of the fïrst Anabaptists provide one of the few, if not 
the only, collective mernories upon which al1 Canadian Mennonites can agree. Even a 
cursory examination of this subject must inevitably devote a majority of space to the 
various conflicts that continue to thrive within the Mennonite community in Canada. It 
appears that the mode1 advanced by John Bodnar cm be applied within this context 
although the unique setting does provide a few interesting twists. 
Many collective memory studies focus on class and it is necessary to see if such a 
division, which many historians regard as the conflict around which all hurnan experience 
revolves, exists in the Mennonite community. Class divisions were indeed present in 
Russia and current sociological studies indicate that this division is also present in the 
current Canadian setting. As an academic subject, however, class has received s c a t  
attention fkom Mennonite scholars and there is little evidence of the existence of any 
class-based identities within Mennonite circles." 
Several reasons can be offered to account for this. First of dl, any class divisions 
that arose in Russia were rendered meaningless by the trauma of the Russian Revolution. 
The devastation and suffering of the post-revolutionary years provided a set of collective 
rnemories that, at least for a while, subsumed any class consciousness. In addition, a 
shared religious and ethnic heritage among Russian Canadian Mennonites as a whole has 
succeeded in easing class tensions to a certain extent. Liberal Mennonite activists have 
tended to concentrate their energies on national and international issues and when they do 
pay attention to the local church, they tend to focus on divisions invoIWig gender and 
sexual orientation rather than class. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the horrors 
that Communists wrought in both World War 1 and World War II produced a deep 
loathing of al1 proletarian class action within the Russlander c o m m ~ t y  that has been 
sIow to ~ubside.~' 
There are, however, signs that point to a growing division among the classes and 
some commentators are womed about the fùture of the church if trends continue. As 
Mennonite Brethren leader John H. Redekop wrote in 1971 : "Mer all, how will you 
keep calling a person your brother if he is three classes removed fiom you in society and 
the distance between you and him is not bridged in the c h ~ r c h . " ~ ~  Kauffinan and 
Driedger's 1989 study of five major Mennonite denorninations revealed that support for 
the peace position and the social prograrns of Mennonite Central Cornmittee tended to 
rise dong with the respondent's socio-economic status. Findings such as these suggest 
that any developing class consciousness in the Mennonite community might be too 
entwined with religious and social conservatism to have the kind of impact that a 
doctrinaire Marxist might desire." 
If class has not played a major role in the development of collective memory 
among Canada's Russian Mennonite community, there are certainly other forces whose 
influence c m  be more readily documented. This chapter will include brief discussions of 
three of the most significant: the confiict between the Kanndier and the Russlaender; the 
debate over the effects of EvangelicaVFundamentalist doctrines on traditional Anabaptist 
theology; and the affort to avoid an obsession with ethnic identity that might hinder 
cross-cultural outreach. The first item on the list is mainly of historical interest but the 
other two are still constant sources of dissent in Mennonite denominations. 
The conflict between Kanadiev and Russlaender Mennonites dates b,ack to the 
1874 migration when the most conservative Mennonites left Russia for North America 
with the prospect of maintaining their way of life without government interference. 
Those who left tended to castigate those who stayed behind for their perceived liberal 
religious beliefs and their willingness to accommodate the wishes of secular forces. 
These old prejudices flared up when accounts of the suffering of Mennonites in postwar 
Russia began to reach North Anzerica. Genuine horror over the plight of their brothers 
and sisters was tempered to a certain degree by the often unspoken belief that this was a 
punishment f?om God for relinquishing religious orthodoxy in favor of earthly riches. 
Thanks to the vigorous fundraising and lobbying efforts of a few visionary leaders, the 
Kanudier Mennonites did rdly to the cause and succeeded in rescuing some 20, 000 
Rurslaender fiom starvation and persecution in ~ussia.2' 
Unfortunately, the differences between the two groups were only exacerbated by 
the arriva1 of the Russlaender in Canada Kanadier Mennonites thought that Russlaender 
Mennonites were too proud and aggressive, too enthusiastic about higher education and 
too anxious to exercise authority and control. It seemed to them that theu hospitality and 
financial support had been repaid by a takeover of the leadership positions in religious 
and educational institutions that they had founded?' 
Russlaender Mennonites, meanwhile, tended to see the Kanadier as too - 
withdrawn, simple-minded and anaid of higher learning. They prided themselves on 
their mastery of the High German language and belittled the Low German dialect of their 
Kanadier counterparts as low and unc~l tured.~~ 
Mennonite educational and cultural institutions in western Canada have 
traditionally been dominated by Rurslaender Mennonites and, as a resulf the 
histonography also bears their stamp. The Mennonites who came to Canada afier both 
World War 1 and World War II had suffered tremendously. Many of those who survived 
the expenence were determined to preserve the memory of the prosperous society that 
had been destroyed and, if possible, corne to terms with the tramas that they had 
endured. The resuit was a flood of diaries, memoirs, noveIs and poems; these stories 
combined to form a powerfirl collective memoxy that has cast a shadow over the less 
dramatic expenences of other Canadian c en no nit es.^^ 
Popular histoncal accounts of the sufferings have met with considerable success 
in Canada. The rise to prosperity, the suddemess of the destruction and the ultimate 
redemption are powerfbl themes with strong Biblical overtones. The title of Henry S Red 
Sea, a children's historical novel about the rescue of Mennonite refugees fkom the 
divided city of Berlin, rnakes an explicit comparison with the exodus of the Israelites 
nom Egypt, an analogy that many of the suMvors dîd indeed take to Perhaps the 
most important contribution to the popular Mennonite histoncal consciousness has been 
the film And When ney Shall Ask, a widely seen 1983 docurnentary about the post- 
revolutionary Russian experience that combined dramatic re-enactments with i n t e ~ e w s  
of some of the survivors. 
The differences between Kanadier and Rt(ssZunder have largely disappeared witb 
time but flashes of the old resentment still surface periodically. In recent years, a number 
of historians of Kanadier descent, such as Royden Loewen and Delbert Plett, have 
challenged traditional interpretations of the Kanadier experience. Delbert Plett, in 
particular, has vigorously debunked the old stereotype of the narrow-minded, uneducated 
Kanadier pioneer with the revisionist view that the 1874 pioneers were the only 
Mennonites who had remained true to the vision of their Anabaptist ancestors. He has 
been especially harsh on the trilogy by Frank Epp and T. D. Regehr which he regards as 
"an example of marginalizing conservative Mennonites by omitting them fiom the 
historical record and disparaging them.'J3 
A second conflict, and one that is still being fiercely waged, is the theological 
stniggle in the major Mennonite denominations between the proponents of Anabaptism 
on the one hand and the supporters of Evangelicalism/Fundamentalism on the other. This 
controversy cuts across the entire Mennonite spectrum, causing dissension at both the 
congregational and denominational level. Due to the populist nature of their faith, the 
Mernonites, like most other radical Protestant groups, have not been &aid to split over 
doctrinal disagreements. 
The sociologist Leo Driedger identifies the Mennonites as a "Middleman 
Minonty" - a minority group that has histoncally occupied a precarïous economic and 
political niche within the dominant society. A "Middleman Minority" tends to isolate 
itself and usually integrates more slowly into the dominant society. Due to their religious 
' Wddleman" status, the Mennonites have historically been pressured b y bo th the 
Catholic Church and the various Protestant groups to confom their pairicular thcdogies. 
In their quest to find their place within the dominant society, North American 
Mennonites, at one time or another, have latched onto most of the major Christian 
theological trends of the last two centuries. The central theme in the religious fistory of 
Russian Mennonites in Canada bas been the delicate effort to incorporate outside 
influences while remaining true to their Anabaptist roots. Of course, the means by which 
the writings of Menno Sirnons and his compatriots are to be applied in a modem, 
plurdistic society are open to debate and Mennonites in both the conservative and liberal 
camps claim that their particular camp remains true to the original Anabaptist vision.34 
The Pietist teachings of Geman itinerant evangelist Eduard Wuest were one of 
the major Muences behind the formation of the Mennonite Brethren Church in Russian 
in 1860. The conservative Kanadier Mennonites in Manitoba and Saskatchewan were 
regarded as a legitimate mission field by evangelical Mennonite groups from the United 
States and many of the curent Canadian denorninations cm trace their origins back to 
this period. Fundamentalism, propelled by vigorous Amencan tract and radio rninistries, 
made significant inroads into Canada's Mennonite population in the 1920s. Its 
conservative nature no doubt appealed to many Mennonite survivors of the Communist 
nightmare. Fundamentalism was also a means of breaking out of the ethnic ghetto while 
simultaneously avoiding a total immersion in the dominant society. Frank Epp writes: 
"Fundamentalism allowed them to remain true to the biblicism of their Anabaptist 
traditions and at the same time to step outside of that tradition Ïnto a wider Christian 
identit~."~' According to Bruce Guenther, it served as both an emancipating influence 
and as a conservative force.36 
In the years after World War II, evangelistic campaigns were a m u e n t  aspect of 
Mennonite religious life. They were usually conducted by ambitious young preachers 
who had studied at fimdamentalist Bible schools. Those who were affected by these 
campaigns tend to have conflicting memones about thern. Many young men and women 
of that era made what turned out to be life-long commitments to the Christian faith and 
their churches at a revival meeting. Others remember them as emotionally traumatic 
expenences that filled the participants with guilt and needlessly disrupted many lives. 
Some of the evangelists have been accused of being too impatient with what they 
regarded as outmoded linguistic, social and cultural traditions.37 
North American evangelicalism, which grew out of fûndamentalism, has been a 
major innuence on most large North Arnerican Mernonite denominations in the latter 
half of the twentieth century. Combining fündamentalism's emphasis on Biblical 
authority and a persona1 conversion experience with a more sophisticated approach to 
theology and a greater willingness to interact with the larger society, evangelicalism has 
proven to be somewhat more accommodating to the tenets of the Anabaptist ~ i s i o n . 9 ~  
The rise of fündamentalism and evangelicalism in Mennonite circles was met on 
the left by a renewed emphasis on peacemaking and its relevance in the modem world. 
The goal of a new generation of young liberal ministers and activists was to "reconstruct 
pacifist beliefs in ways that paid deference to Anabaptist tradition and yet rang credible in 
modem Mennonite e a r ~ . ' ' ~ ~  The traditional passive 'honresistance" practised b y the 
preceding generations was replaced by a more activist stance and a greater willingness to 
focus on contemporary social issues. Me~on i t e s  were no longer simply to hope that the 
earthly powers would allow them to live in peace; instead, they were to confront the 
goveming authorities and protest against unjust and militaristic policies. Peace and 
service activism became the identity symbols for a new generation of young 
~emunites!~ 
The Mennonite Central Conmittee, formed in 1920 to coordinate relief efforts for 
the Mennonites in post-revolutionary Russia, became the focal point of this new activism. 
In the decades after World War II, MCC won praise for its innovative and effective 
international relief and development programs but also generated criticisrn among its 
more conservative supporters with its increasing emphasis on peace and social justice 
issues. 4 1 
Another important voice of the Mennonite left in Canada was the Canadian 
Mennonite, a newspaper founded in 1953 by Frank Epp. Written entirely in English, the 
Canadian Mennonite was geared to a youthfirl and more liberal audience and was not 
a h i d  to attack political conservatism and the more militant anti-communism of some 
Mennonites. It also took a liberal stance on controversial issues such as the presence of 
United States draft dodgers in canadaP2 
Despite efforts on both sides to remain cordial, the debate cm become heated. 
Proponents of a more liberal theology emphasising peace issues and social justice argue 
that fundamentalism and evangelicalism cannot coexist with classical Anabaptist values. 
Prominent academic Hamy Loewen has accused Mennonites of gravitahg toward 
conservative politics and theology, resultîng in a support of the status quo rather than a 
challenging of the kingdom of the world with the radical message of the kingdom of 
~ o d . ~ ~  
In their sociological profile of five North American M e ~ o n i t e  groups in the early 
1970~~ &&an and Harder asserted that "assent to the Anabaptist vision is a potent 
influence arnong  enn no nit es.'^ Their study indicated that adherence to Anabaptism 
exceeded al1 social background factors in accounting for behavioural differences. 
Kauffman and Harder accused fimdamentalist orthodoxy of undeminhg pacifism, racial 
tolerance, and concem for the welfare of the poor. They concluded that it had had a 
mostly negative impact on twentieth-century ~naba~ t i sm.~ '  
In a 1989 follow-up study, Kauffriian and Driedger concluded that a strong 
Anabaptist orientation supported a dual s e ~ c e  thnist that included both evangelism and 
social activism while a more fûndamentalist orientation only emphasised evangelism. 
They wrote: "We conclude that an Anabaptist orientation succeeds best in synthainng 
the two dimensions - the transcendental relatiomhip to God and immanent relationships 
with fellow human beings.'A6 Kauffinan and Dnedger argued that the preservation of 
Anabaptist beliefs was essential to maintaining a sense of peoplehood in a mobile, 
stratified ~ o c i e t y ~ ~  
Supporters of evangelicalism respond by claiming that it has Iargely been outside 
religious innuences that have brought revival and renewal to the Mennonite church. The 
fundamentalist and evangelical influence is credited with offering an escape fiom a 
spiritual sterility caused by over-emphasis on maintaining cultural and ecclesiastical 
tradition!* Evangelical Mennonites worry that an excessive concem for peace and social 
justice will result in a distortion of the Christian message. The historian Bruce Guenther 
writes that many Mennonite scholars often unfairly caricature evangelicalism and use it 
as a scapegoat rather than attempt to provide more complex explanations for historical 
d i ~ e r s i t y . ~ ~  
In large, theologically diverse conferences such as the Mennonite Brethren, 
attempts to assert traditional Anabaptist values can result in controvers y, especially when 
many converts fiom other ethnic and cultural backgrounds do not identie with the 
histoncal tradition. A recent example is the response generated by a short article in the 
Mennonite Brethren HeraZd that tried to explain why Mennonites do not observe 
Remembrame Day. Mennonite Brethren members of both Mennonite and non- 
Mennonite backgrounds responded with a barrage of angry letters that defended the 
accomplishments of family members who had served in past wars and, in some cases, 
given their lives for their cou11try.~~ 
Despite the appearance of an unbridgeable divide between the two sides, 
Mennonites ultirnately find themselves unable to feel cornfortable in either the camp of 
the solid left or the solid rîght- As Kaufkan and Harder write: 
Although sharing some orthodox beliefs and moral codes with 
fundamentalists, Mennonites strongly disavow the stridency, nationalism 
and militarism of fundamentalists. Although they share much with 
evangekalism, Mennonites find more understanding and sympathy for 
their peace and social concems among the more iiberal mainline Protestant 
de nomination^.^' 
It appears that the ongoing struggle between conservative and liberal theologies in 
the Mennonite church is a classic example of Halbwachs' "dogrnatics vs. mystics" 
theory. In this particular case, both sides take turns playing the roles of "dopatic" and 
'?nysticyy, with one group bringing fiesh energy and excitement to the faith before 
gradually solidimg into orthodoxy and generating a response from the opposing group. 
Both groups, of course, claim that their opponents have abandoned the teachïngs of the 
fist Anabaptists and that their particular brand of theology represents a return to the 
original tenets. 
A third conflict that has &en a constant presence in the development of a 
Mennonite collective memory is the struggle to detennine whether or not ethnicity can be 
separated from religious faith. The push by many Mennonite denominations to transcend 
historical and ethnic origins has resulted in a deep ambivalence towards the 
cornmernoration of the past Religious leaders are especially concerned that highly 
publicised commemorative events that focus on the histoncal activities of ethnie 
Mennonites will send out the message that Mennonites are sirnpIy a European ethnic 
g m p  and not adherents of a fait. with a message of hope for everyone, regardless of 
race or culture. Closely allied with the effort to downplay ethnicity is the attempted 
creation of a new collective memory that is anchored in the notion of the Mennonite 
Church as a racidy and culturaliy diverse global faith rather than a homogenous ethnic 
sect. 
As indicated in the previous chapter, ethnic identity is considered by most 
scholars to be a conscious construct that is produced through the interactivity of people 
who share a communal history or a common set of values. Russian Mennonites 
obviously possess many of the traits that comprise an ethnic identity, such as a common 
history, common culture and a shared language in Low German. Although their origins 
lie in an outbreak of radical religious protest, persecution and the resulting isolation 
allowed ethnic traits to develop. Some scholars still insist, however, that it is incorrect to 
refer to Mennonites as an ethnic group. According to the sociologist Calvin Redekop, 
Anabaptism-Mennonitism is and was a religiously-motivated utopian rnovement that was 
constantly faced wîth ccethnicizing tendencies" but never accepted or capitulated to 
becoming a sociological ethnic gmup because of the religious ideology that was at the 
heart of its origin. - 
The Anabaptist-Mennonite protest movement has indeed evolved into a people 
with a self-conscious awareness of its past, present and future, but the awareness has been 
continually informed by, or cntiqued by, a religiously based codict with the secular 
environment .52 
~ e d e k o ~ ' s  a sertion that religion has always taken precedence over ethnicity 
within the Mennonite community appears to be confirmeci by its historical inability to 
develop any type of ethnic solidarity. The history of Russian Mennonites in Canada has 
been charactensed by disunity except in moments of extreme crisis, such as the military 
conscription controversy during World War II. The wide variety of religious influences 
present in the Canadian Mennonite community has meant that a unified Mennonite voice 
on any social or spiritua1 controversy is usually impossible to achieve. 
One of the reasons for the absence of a strong sense of ethnic solidarity is the 
growing diversity of Mennonite churches, traditionally the most important institutions in 
the community. In the post-World War II era, a new generation of ambitious church 
leaders led the push to minister to the wider society outside of the traditional ethnic 
boundaries. They argued that certain practices such as the use of German in church 
services had to be eliminated in the interest of missionary outreach. As T. D. Regehr 
notes, 'Discarding of distinctive cultural, linguistic, or ethnic Mennonite concepts of 
Christian discipleship was more easily justified if it could be shown that they hpeded 
effective evangelism and thus the building of the Kingdom of ~ o d . " ' ~  The stmggle to 
transcend their ethnic origins has continually forced Canadian Mennonites to confiont 
their heritage and determine which of its aspects should be retained and which should be 
modified in order to present a more relevant gospel message. 
Attempts to commemorate the Mennonite expenence in Canada, therefore, have 
met with mixed results. Many ethnic Mennonites are eager to celebrate the 
accomplishments of their pioneer ancestors; some liberal Mennonites, however, may 
worry that commemorative activities are tailored towards the wealthy business and 
professional classes while conservative Mennonites may charge that an obsession with 
ethnic history will hinder evangelistic efforts. The situation is m e r  complicated by the 
presence of non-ethnic church members who may feel out of place during the 
commemoration of a heritage with which they cannot identifjc 
Ethnic pride among Russian Me~oni tes  in Canada reached its peak in the years 
between the 1967 Canadian centennial and the 1974 celebrations surroundhg the 
centennial of the arriva1 of the first Mennonites in Manitoba. The Mennonite Heritage 
Village Museum opened in Steinbach, Manitoba in 1967 and an exhibit on the 
Mennonites and Hutterites was unveiled at the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature in 
1972. In conjunction with the 1974 centennial celebrations, a flood of cornmernorative 
books were published, including the first volume of Frank Epp's history. In a reff ection 
of the Trudeau govemment's new emphasis on multiculturalism, Mennonites were 
beginning to view themselves as one of the many ethnic groups that had helped to 
constnict a distinctly Canadian cultural mosaic. 
The 1974 centennial celebrations, however, did produce mixed reactions. One 
supporter wrote: 'Why celebrate the centennial? Because it expresses who we are and 
who we want to be in the füture. It expresses that faith is historical, and that our 
faithfulness to Christ is expressed as a community in histoxy."" Other commentators on 
both the left and thcr right were more sceptical. Even Frank Epp cautioned about 
celebrating the past without looking ahead. In a 1972 editonal he wrote that the goal of 
any commemoration should be the spiritual renewal of the rnove~nent.~~ Another writer 
asked: "Are the people who celebrate centennials the same people who are radical 
Christian disciples in our s ~ c i e t ~ ? " ~  
Other commentators womed that emphasis on ethnic culture was betraying the 
original vision of the Anabaptists. Walter Klaassen wrote: 
It is ironic that the emphasis on ethnicity rejected by the early Anabaptists 
shodd have become a special characteristic of their descendants. For an 
outsider to become a member of a Mennonite church implies the 
contradiction of accepting a totally different ethnic identity as well. It is 
no wonder that the various centennial celebrations of these years evoke 
M e  enthusiasm among Mennonites of other than white Gemanic 
background." 
In the years followîng the 1974 centennial, other attempts at celebrating ethnicity 
continued to arouse controversy. In 1980 several cultural and student groups jointly 
sponsored a pavilion at Winnipeg's annual Folklorama multicuItura1 festival. This drew 
a heated response fiom many church leaders who worried that the wrong message was 
being sent out. In an editorial entitled "What business do we have in Folklorama?" MB 
Herald editor Harold Jantz asserted that Mennonites are not shply  another piece of the 
ethnic mosaic but a global people. What, he asked, would Mennonites in Zaire and India 
think about this pavilion?58 Ia 1986 Hwald writer Jim Coggins expressed concem over 
the presentation of a "Mennonite" quilt to a federal governent representative as part of 
the celebrations surrounding the bicentennial of Mennonites in Canada: "We must 
repeatedly find ways to state clearly that we are a church and not an ethnic group."59 
Zn the late 1980s, an effort to raise h d s  for the construction of a Mennonite 
- 
Heritage Centre in Chilliwack British Columbia failed to generate much interest. The 
moderator of the Conference of Mennonites was quoted as saying that he preferred 
"living, curent institutions" as opposed to "dead museums". He asked: Tan we fiord 
another kind of cultural muçeurn? Our spiritual heritage must corne fu~t."~' The 
Histoncal Society Board responded by promising that the center devote considerable 
space to portraying the Mennonite faith story and that the faith experiences of other 
cultural and ethnic groups could also possibiy be highlighted.61 
Other critics have tended to focus on what they regard as the wastefil spending of 
money that could be put to better use elsewhere. In a letter that appeared in the 
Mennonite Reporter in 1973, a reader questioned the necessity of the expensive events 
planned for the centennial and suggested that the money could be spent on better things. 
In 1978 zn MCC worker in Jamciica wrote to the Herald to express her shock at seeing an 
ad for a $75 Ieather-bound edition of the new translation of P. M. Friesen's history. In 
her opinion this was too extravagant and sounded lÏke id01 ~ o r s h i p ~ ~  
The growing ethnic and cultural diversity of Mennonite churches has led some 
denominations to seriously consider eliminating al1 signs of their ethnic origins, hcluding 
dropping the word "Memonite" fiom their names. The Evangelical Mennonite Brethren 
Conference, in fact, did so in 1987 when, with little opposition, it changed its name tr, the 
Feilowship of Evangelical Bible ~ h u r c h e s . ~ ~  
A serious debate over the name issue has raged continually in the Conference of 
Mennonite Brethren Churches in Canada for at l e s t  the last thirty years. The 
controversy came to a head in 1987 with the publication of moderator John H. Redekop's 
book A People Apart and a related symposium in Fresno, California. Redekop wrote 
that, while it was healthy and even admirable to celebrate M e ~ o n i t e  ethnicity, the 
Mennonite name provided an unnecessary barrier to evangelism: "Menno Simons, who 
constantly cautioned his followers about tying the faith to anything human, would surely 
be amazed and saddened to see how some of us have put so much emphasis, in the 
church, on his n a ~ n e . " ~ ~  Paul Toews, an Amencan historian and one of the presenters at 
the symposium, responded that it was dangerous to sever al1 connection between faith 
and culture.65 
Other Mennonite cornmentators have agreed with Toews, claimhg that 
Mennonite churches needed to have a nmi grasp of their own past if their message is to 
remain relevant. Mennonite Reporter editor Ron Rempel remarked in 1985 on the irony 
of encouraging church planting among ethnic groups while simultaneously bemoaning 
one's own e thn i~ i ty .~~  A 1996 textbook on M e ~ o n i t e  history concluded with a plea to 
retain the roots that provided stability: ''Only when the family of faith hows  its own 
roots will it be able to support new g r o ~ t h . " ~ ~  
Non-ethnic rnembers of Mennonite churches have had mixed feelings about the 
ethnic dimension of their denominations. Some have been quite willing to identi@ 
completely with the Mennonite pst.  In 1984, John and Brenda Cosens, members of the 
Evangelical Mennonite Conference, wrote that they considered the early Anabaptists to 
be their "spiritual fore fathers": "People, Mennonite and non-Mennonite alike, will O fien 
point out to us that Cosens is not a Mennonite name. 'Well,' we respond, 'it is now.""' 
Others have openly expressed their resentment over sornetimes feeling Iike second-class 
citizens in their own churches. In a 1986 Zetter to the Reporter, a reader complained that 
"the fact that my background and my cultural roots are not Mennonite should not cause 
me to feel like an outsider, as often as 1 do.'"g Another reader of the Reporter wrote in 
1997: ''Alhough 1 admire and respect the ethno-cultural heritage of my Mennonite 
fiiends, 1 am not interested in identimg myself with their ethnicity and culture. What 
we share is a vision and community of faith that transcends culture."" 
One of the ways in which Mennonite leaders have tried to deal with the thomy 
issue of identiîy has been to focus on the larger global church. Instead of deriving their 
identity solely fiom their past in Russia and Canada, Canadian Mennonites are urged to 
see themselves as part of a global faith community that encompasses many racial groups 
and culîures. A 1989 study found that Mennonites spoke 78 different languages and that 
Mennonites in Aûica, Asia and Latin Amencan would soon outnumber the older 
communities in Europe and North America By 1998 the global Anabaptist and 
Mennonite population had reached one million and the numbers indicated that there were 
indeed now more Mennonites in the "southern" part of the globe than in the n ~ r t h . ~ '  
Back in 1970, John H. Redekop had w-ritten that the existence of tens of thousands of 
Mennonites outside of Europe and North America "effectively destroys the myth that 
there is an dl-inclusive identit~."'~ 
Most Mennonite histones now conclude with a chapter or two that descnbes the 
growth of the church around the world. A 1996 textbook aimed at high-school students 
includes chapters entitled "Anabaptism grows around the world" and "Becorning partners 
in a global community". The authors write: "The Mennonite family speaks many 
languages, worsàips in a wide variety of ways and looks quite different fkom one place to 
an~ the r . "~~  An explicit attempt is made to compare the persecution faced by Mennonites 
of the "Two-Thirds World" with that suffered by the first Anabaptist martyrs. 
A similar effort was undertaken by the organizers of the 'Mimors of the Martyrs" 
exhibit that travelled across Canada in 1994. The original copper etchings used in the 
printing of the first Martyrs ' Miwor were accompanied by a section portraying the stories 
of contemporary martyrs and prisoners of conscience in places like Siberia, Burma and 
South 
The main f o m  for the global church is the Mennonite World Conference. Held 
every seven years, it usuaiiy includes a number of inspirational sessions dong with many 
smaller workshops, cultural events and organised tours. The k t  Conference took place 
in Zurich in 1925 and for many years was dominated by European and North American 
participants. The 1978 Conference in Wichita, Kansas is generally considered to be the 
h t  to include a truly representative group of non-Western Mennonites. One participant 
commented appreciatively that this conference "gave the clear message that not ail 
Mennonites look alike, sing the same songs, have Geman-sounding names or talk about 
their faith in the same way. Our president was Black and uttered not one word of 
~emian."'~ The 1990 World Conference in Winnipeg was the largest ever and received a 
considerable amount of local and national media attention, much of it focussing on the 
ethnic diversity of the participants. 
Conferences such as  these, however, can exacerbate differences as well as heal 
them. The vast range of theological beliefs within the global church, ninning the gamut 
fiom right-wing Amencan fundamentalism to Latin Amencan liberation theology, 
inevitably leads to numerous controversies. Participants fiom the more evangelically 
onented denorninations have complained that the conferences tend to focus on social 
issues rather than missions. There was considerable disappointment among many of the 
local participants at the 1990 conference when their suggestion to hold a large 
evangelistic rally aimed at the general public was rejected." 
Despite the controversies, the world conferences do d o w  Mennonites, especidly 
those in North Arnerica, to demonstrate to the larger society how racially and culturally 
diverse the Mennonite Church really is. This is the image that most Mennonites, 
regardless of their theological predilections, desire to present to the world: a 
multicu~tural, peace-loving Christian community that welcomes p eopie fiom dl 
backgrounds and walks of life. 
Unfortunately, the historical reality often cannot measure up to this idealized 
portrait. There are some dark chapters in the Mennonite past and, like most Christian 
groups, Mennonites often prefer forgetfülness or ignorance over codiontation when 
dealing with them. 
It would be UIlfair, however, to condemn Canada's Russian Mennonite 
community for hiding behind a b h d  triunphalism. Its celebrations of achievement have 
usualIy been tempered by an uneasiness over the fact that a theology of simplicity and 
counter-cultural Living cannot be easily reconciled with earthly success and a 
cornfortable, middle-class lifestyle. There is aIso the memory of another prosperous 
society in Russia that was destroyed in a matter of months. At the 1973 5 0 ~  Anniversary 
celebration of the arriva1 of the first trainload of Russlaender settlers in Rosthem, 
Saskatchewan, John B. Toews reminded the audience that God had been able to use a 
wealthy Mennonite society less effectively than a poor one.77 
Nevertheless, Mennonites have usually been eager to present themselves in the 
best possible Light to the rest of society. In part, this is the result of many years of life as  
a rninority surrounded by an often suspicious and sometimes hostile majority. 
Consequently, Mennonites have become adept at what the writer Margaret Loewen 
Reimer describes as the "art of making images". The favourite image, according to 
Reimer, is that of "the persecuted people who made good and are now benevolently 
sharing their gifts with the w~rld."~* 
As discussed in the Grst chapter, the Christian theology of forgiveness contributes 
to a culture in which an historical investigation of the past can be condemned as the 
needless revisitation of old controversies. The early Mennonite historians in Russia were 
64 
reluctant to write an-ytbg that they feared might cause dissension. The fïrst historian of 
the Mennonite Brethren, P. M. Friesen, was unwilling to challenge pious traditions, 
especially when memones of some of the leaders were still &esh in peoples' minds7' 
Even today, Mennonite historians still feel obligated to assure their constituencies that 
they are writing with honourable intentions. In a 1992 article designed to solicit 
information for her history of the Conference of Mennonites in Manitoba, Anna Epp Ens 
acknowledged that records were still withbeld sometimes "'because of their sensitive and 
controversial nature". She urged the constituency to overcome its reluctance and allow 
these records to be examùied: 'We will pay tribute best to those who struggled in the 
birthing and nurturing of the CMM by letting their records inform and inspire ouï church 
in our 
Mennonites have also been reluctant to deal with events or people that challenged 
or upset established traditions. Popular histoncal accounts of the Terror in Russia, for 
example, have tended to portray the Mennonites as the saintly victims of a godless evil 
and their coming to Canada as a modem quivalent of the Biblical Exodus. Only recegtly 
have there been acknowledgements that their actions were not always those of saints. 
One of the most ciramatic moments of the documentary ""And When They Shall Ask" 
featured a survivor declaring that he would have liked to put a bullet into every one of the 
bandits who had raided his peaceful village. This admission shocked many viewers and 
some ministers reportedly demanded that the scene be removed fiom the film.'' 
Commenting on the controversy, Margaret Loewen Reimer wrote that she was glad of the 
scene's inclusion because of its exposure of the h u .  actions and feelings that often lay 
behind the ofncial ideology. It was obvious that many of the survivors were still dealing 
with feelings of anger and fiutration over their e~~eriences." 
Another historical event whose traditional retelling has been challenged by newer 
"counter-memories" is the experience of the conscientious objectors during World War 
II. Although many of the men who served in the work camps were sincere in their 
pacifist beliefs, there have been accusations that many others were simply using the 
church as a means to avoid going oveneas. One veteran of the camps later claimed that 
many of the men in the labour camps were not believing Christians and would often go to 
the beer parlours on the ~ e e k e n d s . ~ ~  
Zn recent years Mennonites have also begun to confront two historicai 
controversies Eom which they benefited even though they were not involved in the actual 
events. A few denominations as well as MCC have acknowledged that Mennonites were 
the beneficiaries of unjust govemrnent policies towards the Abonginal and Metis 
populations of western Canada. Apologies have also been given to Canada's Japanese 
community for the way in which Mennonite settlers in British Columbia were able to buy 
f m s  cheaply that had been seized fiom their former Japanese-Canadian owners dunng 
World War 
Finally, Mennonites have begun to deal with accusations that their supposedly 
idyllic villages were fiaught with sexual abuse, pahiarchy and ethnic and cultural bigotry. 
Some of the charges have corne fiom outsiders, such as Emest Sirluck, whose 1997 
memoir described what it was like to grow up Jewish in the largely Mennonite t o m  of 
W i e r ,  ~anitoba-8' Most of the accusations, however, have appeared in novels and 
memoirs by ethnic Mennonites, many of whom have left the church. The one major 
exception has been Rudy Wiebe, whose 1962 novel Peace Shall Deshroy Many was the 
h t  to opedy criticise some aspects of the Russian-Mennonite expenence. Wiebe's 
da t t e r ing  portrayal of a Mennonite religious leader engaging in sexual immorality was 
condemned by many readers who saw it as a vicious attack on the Mennonite people and 
their traditional beliefs. The Winnipeg Free Press was forced to drop its plan to publish a 
condensed version of the novel as  a result of pressure f?om a group of Winnipeg and 
Steinbach businessrnen-86 
Wiebe is unique, though, in that he wrote and continues to write as an active 
member of the Mennonite Brethren church. Although he was forced to step down as the 
editor of the MB Herald after the novel was published, he chose to stay in the conference 
and would later serve on a number of national boards and commïttees. Other authors 
such as Patrick Friesen and Di Brandt have also aroused controversy, but their works 
have usuaily not cuculated much beyond literary and academic circles. 
It is obvious that archives serving Mennonite denominations have some major 
challenges to overcome. A focus on the future, a clash of theologies and an uneasy 
meeting of ethnicity and religion ai l  combine to make their task a delicate one. The 
remaining two chapters will examine how two archives have dealt with these problems in 
their attempts to help shape the collective memory of their respective denominations. 
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Chapter Three: The Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies and 
Collective Memory as Spiritual Purpose 
The Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies in Winnipeg is the officia1 archival 
repository of the Canadian Conference of Mennonite Brethren (MB) Churches. The 
Canadian and United States Conferences combine to form the General Conference of 
Mennonite Brethren Churches. As of 2000, the Canadian Conference consisted of 195 
congregations composed of 29,674 members. ' 
The history of the Mennonite Brethrea has been charactensed by a willingness to 
borrow fkom a wide variety of nomMernonite influences. Historian John A. Toews 
described MB theology as a mixture of classic Anabaptism, pietism, dispensationalism 
and Amencan fundamentalism and evangelicalism. According to Bruce Guenther, this 
opemess has ensured a continuous renewal of spiritual vitality within the denomination 
as well as an ongoing ambivalence towards its identity as a faith community. Some 
cntics, in fact, accuse of the MBs of being a virtually indistinguishable part of 
mainStream N&th Amerïcan e~angelicalism.~ 
In Kauflkan and Harder's 1975 study of five major Mennonite denominations, 
the MB Church ranked second in cornmitment to traditional orthodoxy and second on 
behavioural strictness. The study showed that the Mennonite Brethren were among the 
most willing of the denominations to engage in c'interdenominational" activity. It 
received one of the Iowest rankiogs, however, for its record on 'cinter-Mennonite" 
cooperation, indicating that it often feels more cornfortable dealing with rnaùistream 
evangelical groups than it does with other Anabaptist de nomination^.^ 
This reluctance to interact with other Mennonite groups has given the MB Church 
a reptation, not always undeserved, of being too self-righteous and sure of its spiritual 
supenority. Its longstanding practice of insisting on immersion baptism as the only tme 
baptism only helped to exacerbate the situation. When Frank Epp was asked to provide 
an outsider's perspective on the Mernonite Brethren for a 1982 issue of the Herald, he 
chastised them for their insularity and wondered if many of them still believed that they 
were indeed more spiritual than other Mennonites and other ~hristians.~ 
The Mennonite Brethren were formed in Russia in 1860 during a time of intense 
spiritual and social turmoil in the Mennonite communities. There was much 
dissatisfaction with the perceived dearth of Christian vitality in the established church. A 
significant number of people were iduenced by a travelling Lutheran evangelist named 
Eduard Wuest. Wuest, whom Toews referred to as the Mennonite Brethren's Moses, 
preached a message of personal piety and emphasised the importance of a decisive 
conversion experience. On 6 January 1860 a group of 18 in the Molotschna colony drew 
up a letter of succession fiom what they described as a compt church. The dedaration 
declared that the only true Mennonites were those whose baptism confirmed a true 
experience of faith and salvation; they alone were the elect, forming an exclusive 
fellowship of true believers. According to James Urry, the Mennonite Brethren 
introduced the practice of immersion baptism as a seal on their claim for a separate 
identity, distinctive in both spintual and sacramental t e r m ~ . ~  
The fledgling group expenenced severe persecution fkom the spiritual and secular 
authorities that did not fully abate until 1866 when the Russian govemment officidly 
recognised the new movement. It became known for its active evangeiical work and held 
its first confêrence in 1872.~ 
Only about 400 Mennonite Brethren emigrated to the United States between 1874 
and 1880 where a number of congregations were established. The first Mennonite 
Brethren church in Canada was organised in 1888 in the village of Burwalde near the 
present site of Winkler, Manitoba as the result of missionary work among the Kanadier 
by American evaogelists.' 
The coming of the RussIaender had an immediate impact on the ME3 Church in 
Canada. The number of organised churches in Manitoba jumped fkom two to fourteen 
between 1924 and 1930. The newcomers quickly assumed most of the dominant 
leadership positions in the conference and its educational institutions. As a result, the 
MB Church's transition to English was much slower in Canada than in the United  tat tes.^ 
The Mennonite Brethren viewed other, more conservative, Mennonite groups as 
targets for their missions programs.g Their aggressive missionary activities and the 
- significant influence of American fimdamentalism and evangelicalism caused the 
sociologist E. K. Francis to descnbe the Mennonite Brethren at the end of the Second 
World War as "probably farthest removed fiom the historical type of the old Mennonite 
C ~ U T C ~ . " ~ ~  
Winnipeg was established as the ce~ tc r  of Mennonite Brethren Iife in Canada 
during the 1940s and 1950s. Mennonite Brethren Bible College (ME3BC), the first 
advanced theological training school established by Mennonites in Canada, was founded 
in 1944 and Mennonite Brethren Collegiate Institute in 1945." 
The 1960s were a decade of change with Conference publications and church 
seMces slowly but peacefüily making the transition to English. In 1962 the Publications 
Cornmittee of the Canadian Conference introduced the MB Herald, an dl-English 
periodical. It was forced to endure an early controversy when its h t  editor, Rudy 
Wiebe, resigned in the surnmer of 1963 after the publication of lzis controversial novel 
Peace ShaZZ Destroy Many. 
In recent decades, the Mennonite Brethren have become a major force in the 
growth of the larger evangelical Christian movement in Canada The Canadian 
Conference has been a member of the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada since its 
inception in 1964 and a number of its members have served in prominent leadership 
positions in the EFC. Christian Week, a national evangelical newspaper, was founded by 
Harold Jantz, the former editor of the HeraZd, in 1986. The influence of the MI3 Church 
on the Canadian religious scene contrasts sharply with that of its American counterpart, 
which has only a minimal national presence. L2 
The Mennonite Brethren have also had to deaI with increasing ethnic and cu1tura.l 
diversity, both in North America and around the globe. Its international missions 
program dates to the tum of the century when Russian Mennonite missionaries began 
working in India. Today the global MI3 Church has national conferences in 17 countries, 
including large churches in the Congo, India and Indonesia. 
In Canada, a missions program in Quebec has resulted in the establishment of a 
smail but seIf-governing French-speaking conference. O ther ethnic churches have been 
formed, including several in British Columbia, where missionary efforts have made 
significant inroads within the Chinese, Vietnamese and East Indian comrnunities. 
The MI3 Church's culturat and ethnic diversity are heavily emphasized at national 
and provincial conferences- At the 1990 British Columbia provincial conkence, entitled 
"A Multicultural Celebration of Jesus," the moderator pointed out that the most common 
name among MB pastors in B.C. was Ln that same year Jim Coggins wrote in the 
Herald: 'We must be primarily Christians and only secondarily ethnic Mennonites or 
Chinese or English or Native or Canadian. A predominant nationalism or ethnicity is a 
false goal."'4 
As a resrilt of their embrace of evangelicalisrn and their eagemess to engage in 
cross-cultural missions work, the Mennonite Brethren have experienced particular 
difficulty in reconciling their Anabaptist heritage with the more modem influences that 
they have absorbed in the last two centuries. In an introductory book about the 
Mennonite Brethren that was published in 1984, Amencan writer Katie Funk Wiebe 
acknowledged the tension that exists between those who identify themselves as 
Anabaptists and those who have a stronger affinity with mainstream evangelicalism. 
Some MBs, she wrote, "think of themselves more like Baptists under a different name 
and Wear the label 'Mennonite Brethren' a trifle reluctantly, convinced it smacks of 
ethnicity and may be a high wall keeping people fiom joining them."Is 
A debate over whether to change the name of the Conference has been around 
since at least the early 1970s. John K. Redekop, a political science professor, Conference 
officia1 and long-time Herald columnist, was advocating a name change as far back as 
1971. In 1987 he published his controversial book A People Apart: Ethnicity and the 
Mennonite Brethren which aclmowledged that although the celebration of Mennonite 
ethnicity was a hedthy thing, care had to be taken to separate ethnicity fiom the Christian 
faith. He noted that the t e m  "Mennonite" had both ethnic and religious meanings; a 
name change would clear up this needless confusion and remove any ethnic barriers that 
might prevent people fiom joining the church. 
Mennonite Brethren would not cease to be Mennonites. Many of us are 
and will always remain Mennonites. We have no other race or ethnic 
identity. But in our conference designation we would not assert an ethnic 
name and would thus recognize other ethnicities and other faith-culture 
combinations. l6 
Redekop suggested "Canadian Conference of Evangelicd Anabaptist Churches" as one 
possibility for a new name. 
Some cntics of the book argued that the controversy over etfinlcity was a red 
herring that prevented the conference fiom dealing with much more serious problems. 
University of Winnipeg professor Hamy Loewen wrote: ''The real issue is a rehisal to 
accept the 'hard sayings' of the gospel and a desire among many MB's to join with the 
much larger and more popular North Amencan evangelical comm~nity."'~ The Herald 
received many letters fiom al1 points of the theological spectnim expressing vigorous 
support for retention of the original name. A few said that the real culprit was not 
"Mennonite" but the sexism implied b y the word "Brethren".'* 
The release of Redekop's book coincided with a semlnar on Faith and Ethnicity in 
Fresno, California in November 1987. Mer  hearing presentations on both sides of the 
issue, the seminar concluded that the Conference should emphasize its theological 
distinctives and consider Mennonite ethnicity as only one of the many ethnic flavors that 
were affirmai in the chunihes. Although the proposed name change did show up on the 
agendas of several national Conferences, a decisive vote on the issue was always 
avoided. lg 
Another difficulty faced by the modem MB Church is a continuous battle between 
the liberal and conservative wings of the conference over theology. The controversy has 
been exacerbated by a conference structure that places most of the power in the hands of 
the local congregations. As far back as 1972 J. A. Toews warned of a growing 
polarization in theology and ethics in the conference between a "lefi wing" concemed 
with social action and a ccright wing" wanting to concentrate solely on evangelism and 
missions?' The doctrinal divide in the church became painfully clear during the 1990 
North American Conference when many churches expressed a reluctance to adopt a new 
Confession of Faith that some accused of putting too much emphasis on peace and non- 
re~istance.~' 
Despite expenencing mixed feelings over its ethnic roots, the history of the 
Mennonite Brethren Church has been well documented. Perhaps life in a Conference 
stniggling to establish a coherent identity has provided its historians with the urgency to 
uncover the past and ensure that the MB Chuch does not ignore its Anabaptist heritage. 
Its h t  prominent historian, and probably the most important Mennonite historian 
of the Russian era, was P. M. Friesen, who in 1885 was given the assignment of writing a 
history of the Mennonite Brethren on the occasion of the 25" anniversary of the 1860 
secession. Friesen's monumental work n e  History of the Mennonites in Russia was 
finally published in 191 1, and was the culmination of a l i f e h e  of active s e ~ c e  in the 
church. In 1978 the MB Chuch's Historical Commission completed a massive project 
with its highly publicized release of an English translation of the history. 
The most important Mennonite Brethren historia. of the modem era is John A. 
Toews, whose A History of the Mennonite Brethren Cliurch was published to coïncide 
with the centennial of the coming of the k t  MBs to North Amenca in 1874. 
Both P. M. Fnesen and John A. Toews used their books to advance the clairn that 
the 1860 secession was a retum to rather than an abandonment of traditional Anabaptist 
teachings. This has always been a rather sensitive issue for Mennonite Brethren and the 
critics who have accused them of being seduced by evangelical and fundamentalkt 
theologies. The participants in the 1860 split were emphatic in the belief that their 
actions had been motivated by the desire to create a new church wherein the claims of 
Christ would be taken seriously and the beliefs and practices of the early Anabaptists 
faithfully upheld. The original secession document makes four specific references to the 
teachings of Menno ~ i m o n s . ~  
Mennonite Brethren historians have not been hesitant to draw pardlels between 
the suBering of the e s t  Anabaptists and the persecution that the first generation of 
Mennoni te Brethren were forced to endure before they received official recognition. 
Friesen's history has been described as a latter day couterpart to the Martyr '.s Mimor in 
that it was a response to persecution. While the Martyr 3 Mirror was designed to justify 
the new Anabaptist movement against the extemal attacks of the state, Fnesen's goal was 
to justify the existence of the new Ml3 Church against attacks of the larger Mennonite 
cornrnunity in ~ u s s i a ~ ~  
Toews was also eager to demonstrate the close ties between the MBs and the early 
Anabaptists. The first chapter of his history is entitled "Spiritual Heirs of the Early 
Anabaptists". In an article outlining the main themes of the book, he wrote: "The 
concept of a "believers' church of the early Brethren was a recovery of the 'Anabaptist 
This theme has been echoed by many other modem Mernonite Brethren 
scholars and church leaders,25 
There is, however, a growuig acknowledgement that the story of the origin of the 
Mennonite Brethren is not quite so simple as the traditional accounts would have us 
believe. James Uny accuses Friesen of greatly idlating the importance of the Mennonite 
Brethren in the larger Russian community, when they were actually but one part of a 
much broader reaction to social and spiritual change in this period. 'Tor a long time," 
writes Urry, "Mennonites have seen the emergence of the Brethren as the pivotal event in 
nineteenth-century Russian-Mennonite history. Before 1860 a l l  was backwardness and 
darkness; once the Brethren emerged al1 was progress and ligWd6 In her 1984 
introduction to the ME4 Church Katie Funk Wiebe wrote that the accusations made by the 
Brethren a g a k t  the established church may have been too severe and that their goals 
might have been achieved without a schism if they just exhibited a bit more patience.27 
In 1996 historian Paul Toews attempted to create a more balanced picture of the. 
Mennonite Brethren wiîh the admission that the early MB Church had a number of 
different influences. He also acknowledged that people had joined the Mennonite 
Brethren for various reasons, including some that were more secular than spiritual in 
nature.28 
The awareness of the need for a Canadian Mennonite Brethren archival program 
dates back to at least 1950 when MBBC professor Abraham H. Unruh proposed the 
establishment of one after having difficdty finding material for a conference h i s to~ .  
The origins of the present collection can be traced back to the 1960s when MBBC 
librarïan Herbert Giesbrecht began collecting conference penodicals and personal papers. 
The h t  significant collection that he acquired was the personal and official papers of 
long-time MB leader B. B. ~anz.~'  Giesbrecht was officially appointed d e r e n c e  
archivist in 1969, the same year that the North American General Conference established 
a Histoncal Commission to provide leadership in coordinathg historica! research and the 
promotion of archival collection and preservation. 
The Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies in Winnipeg was formally established 
in 1975 as one of three official ME3 North American archival centres, each of which was 
given specified re~~onsibil i t ies.~~ The mandate of the Winnipeg Centre was to collect 
and preserve all official records of the Canadian Conference and its agencies and related 
institutions; the records of provincial MB Conferences; and the records of individual 
Mennonite Brethren congregations across Canada. This agreement was accepted by the 
Canadian Conference of Mennonite Brethren Churches at the 1976 Canadian Conference. 
The k t  location of the archives was a small office in MBBC's library. In 1973 
the collection was transferred to a small classroom and in 1979 it moved into its current 
location in the basement of the coliege's new multi-purpose building. 
In the summer of 1979, the conference hired Ken Reddig, a teacher at the 
Mennonite Brethren Collegiate Lnstitute, as its first full-time archivist while Herbert 
Giesbrecht resumed his position as full-time college Iibrarian. Reddig was instrumental 
in expanding the archives' visibility in the conference and in seeking cooperation with 
the Mennonite Heritage Centre. In 1987 the two archival centres merged their two 
newsletters together to create a single new penodical known as the Mennonite Hirtorian. 
Reddig resigned in 1990 to take a position at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba and in 
199 1 Abe Dueck, a professor at MBBC, was appointeci as the new director. 
In 1995 the Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies released a 'Weeds 
Assessment" report that highlighted its desperate need for new facilities. The chief 
problem was a basement location that was difficult to hd, inaccessible to the physically 
challenged and susceptible to flooding? 
In 2000 the Centre annouoced that it would move to a new location on the main 
and second floors of the building after the College vacated the space to move to the site 
of the new Canadian Mennonite University on Shaftesbury Boulevard in ~ i n n i ~ e ~ . ~ ~  
The efforts of the Centre to influence the collective memory of the Canadian 
Conference have been dnven by a desire to ensure that a lmowledge of the Conference's 
historical roots is not lost in the rush to enter the North American evangelical 
mainstream. Through its promotional and outreach programs, the Centre has encouraged 
record preservation and historical research as well as an appreciation for the Anabaptist 
origins of the Conference. It has also sought to meet the challenge of remaining relevant 
as its constituency becomes more ethnically and culturally diverse. 
Before any archival centre can influence the collective memory of its 
constituency, however, it m u t  fïrst demonstrate that a collective memory is worth 
preserving. This problem is especially prevalent in evangelical organizations that place a 
heavy emphasis on missions; when the mandate of a denornination is to prepare souls for 
the fûture, it is difficult to convince the members that a portion of their tithes should go 
towards the preservation of a past that appears to have little relevance for the pressing 
tasks at hand. This reluctance to dweli on the past can be seen in a 1979 column by 
Nerald columnist John Redekop that responded to a nurnber of highly publicized 
histoncal events that had occurred in the previous year. In his coIumn, Redekop 
cautioned the Conference against becoming a histoxical Society. Its mandate was not to 
study itseE "True, a denomination that ignores history Iacks reference points, but one 
that dwells unduly on history misses the Christian imperative of urgency, boîh 
evangelistic and lo~e-senice."~~ It must be emphasized, however, that Redekop was 
always one of the strongest supporters of the archival program in the p on fer en ce.'^ 
When in te~ewed,  both the current and the former archivists at the Centre could 
not recall any overtly negative cnticism about the archival program fiom Conference 
leaders. In fact, many of the leaders were solid supporters of the program, probably in 
some cases because they wanted to preserve a record of events in which they were 
personally i n v o l ~ e d . ~ ~  The archivists knew, though, that sentirnent against the support of 
histoncal and cultural programs was always present. In a 1980 letter archivist Ken 
Reddig admitted that interest in history in the Conference did not as yet match the size of 
the budget that the Centre had been entxusted with: "Should a broad spectrum of our 
constituency realize how much is going into our Historical Cornmittee questions might be 
ra i~ed ."~~ The people who tended to be most critical of archives were recently returned 
missionaries who were often adamant about not spending money on c'nonessentials". 
Archivist Abe Dueck acknowledged that one of the main ta& of the Conference 
archivist was to ensure that people did not see the Centre as sirnply an ethnic or a cultural 
institution; they needed to be reminded that archival work was spiritual work that helped 
provide a strong historical foundation on which the Conference could ~ o w . ~ '  
The need to demonstrate the spiritual necessity of an archival program is evident 
throughout the history of the Centre. In a 1979 Herald article Ken Reddig, the newly 
appointed head, attempted to provide a justification for spending money on the 
preservation of old documents: "There can be no mature personal or group sense of 
identity that is not rooted in thoughtful reflections upon the past." The desire of the 
archives was to pass on to succeeding generations a record of God's witness through His 
actions in the lives of men and women. "The purpose of an archives," said Reddig, "is 
not simply to keep a record of the past but to create a center where resources become 
available which can help our congregations and educational institutions provide direction 
for the fiit~re.''~~ In its 1984 Annual Report, Reddig wrote that in the Centre "we regard 
the collection and recording of our Conference history as a sacred responsibility and task. 
Lt is not only a record, but a witness of God's grace and work among men and women of 
our deno~nination."~~ 
In a Jmuary 1989 letter to Mennonite Brethren pastors, Ken Reddig descnbed the 
mandate of the archives as 'bot only to pres-erve the documents, bulletins and 
correspondence that tell the story of each congregation, but to help pass on the tnrth that a 
life filled with the spirit of Christ is the answer to each person's quest for meaning in this 
earthly life.'*O The archivists also did not hesitate to use major events as a chance to 
spread their message. A 1998 fbe that destroyed Winnipeg's North Kildonan Ml3 
Church caused Abe Dueck to submit a Herald article that discussed the importance of 
preserving church records. In the article he wrote that while the church is dtimately 
more than just a building, a building can nevertheless contain many pleasant mernories 
and its loss c m  be very painful. Dueck pointed out that records, too, contained many 
important memones and needed to be preserved. 
Important moments in the life of the church are recorded. Some may be 
regrettable; others have been formative moments in spiritual growth. AU 
c m  serve to help us remember and learn. A forward-looking people 
should never fear to look back and gain broader perspectives on God's 
purposes.4' 
In addition to ascribing a spiritual purpose to the Archives' tasks of collection and 
preservation, the Centre aiso attempted to show how individual members could use an 
interest in history to serve God. In a 1986 Herald article about Katie Peters, the donor of 
an extraordinary collection of genealogical materials to the archives, Ken Reddig asserted 
that collecting historical documents was indeed a form of Christian service: "Her 
collection . . . will provide future generations with a resource of their family history and a 
witness of the dedication to God of thousands of men and women who, through 
Mennonite congregations, have g loded  God in many parts of the world.'" When 
interviewe4 Abe Dueck noted his efforts to point out the spiritual benefits of historical 
research. He encouraged individual members to use the archives' resources to compile 
family histories; these histories, by providing evidence of the work of God in the lives of 
a family's ancestors, could help to inspire and revitalize its current members and provide 
them with a renewed sense of spiritual purpose." 
On a more down-to-earth level, the Centre has taken on other tasks to justifY its 
existence in more utilitarian ternis. In 1989 the Centre accepted the responsibility of 
cornpihg statistical data for the Canadian Conference. Although the job was large, it 
would, as Ken Reddig reported to the Historical Cornmittee, put the Centre in a position 
to demonstrate its usefulness to the Conference in a concrete manner." 
Apart fiom the need to just- its existence, the Centre has faced other constraints 
as a wnsequence of the spintual nature of its mandate. In 1987 Ken ReddÎg refused to 
apply for firnding h m  a particular govenunent assistance program when he learnd that it 
was solely fiinded by lotteries. In 1993 the Canadian Coderence's Eiistorical Committee 
moved that it not apply for grants which clearly state that the monies are f?om lotteries. 
Also in 1993, the Archives turned down a request to allow some of its photos to be used 
in a documentary about gay and lesbian  enn no nit es.^^ 
If the e s t  step in forging a collective memory is to convince the constituency of 
its necessity, the second is to encourage both churches and individuals to manage and 
preserve their records properly. The Centre, in concert with its sister archives in 
Ellsboro, Kansas and Fresno, California, has organized a senes of specid events 
designed to impress upon members the importance of records preservation. One of its 
most highly visible actions was a five-month trip undertaken by historian John B. Toews 
in 1978. Accompanied by a cameraman, Toews travelled over ten thousand miles across 
Canada and the northem United States, collecting and micronlming church records. 
Funded by a gant fiom the General Conference's Board of Christian Literature, the trip 
received extensive coverage in MB periodicals and was instrumental in raising awareness 
about the Conference's archival program? 
In 1994 the Historical Commission of the North American Conference made the 
decision to sponsor a series of workshops on "Hentage Preservation" at each of the 
Provincial and U.S. District Conferences within the next two years. Two years later, it 
reported that it had conducted workshops at ali but one of the conferences and, in 
addition, pub lished Heritage Preservatiun: A Rerource Bookfor ~on~re~ations.~' 
The archivists have fiequently visited churches across Canada in order to give 
seminars on keeping congregational records. Abe Dueck has made archival education 
one of his chief priorities and, as  a result, has travelled to most of the individual 
congregations fiom Ontario to Alberta. In his travels, he tries to relate primarily to 
pastors and other leaders, trying to convince them of the necessity of preserving 
archi~es.~' 
The Centre has also îried to promote preservation through press releases and other 
articles in the Herald. A 1996 piece in the Mennonite Historian described an agreement 
with the Saskatchewan MB Conference that transferred its congregational records fiom a 
basement room at a local Bible institute to the Centre. The article used this opporhinity 
to encourage other congregations to transfer its local records to the Centre, thereby 
guaranteeing that they would be preserved for future generations. m e n  the North 
Kildonan Church was destroyed by f i e  in 1998, the main news story in the Herold was 
accompanied by a sidebar fiom Abe Dueck that urged churches to take the time to 
properly store and preserve their records.49 
The third and most significant step in an archives' effort to influence the 
collective memory of its constituency is the production and coordination of outreach and 
promotional activities and the comrnissioning of historical resources that are designed to 
heighten appreciation for the past. The Historical C o ~ s s i o n  of the General 
Conference of Mennonite Brethren Churches of North America has been able, through 
the utilization of the resources of three different archival centers, to conduct active 
promotional and publishing prograrns. Underlying al1 this activity is the concem that 
members of the MB Church are increasingly reluctant to embrace their Anabaptist 
heritage. Consequently, the Centre, 
the North American Conference and 
both in concert with the Historical Commission of 
on its own, has devoted a significant amount of its 
promotional budget to ensure that traditional Anabaptist values are not abandoned in the 
rush to enter the North American evangeiical mainstream. 
A number of projects have been designed to remind MB members of the 
achievements of the first Anabaptists. In 1990 the Historicd Commission released a 
video lecture by historian Abraham Friesen entitled me Birth of Anabaptism. In this 
taped lecture Professor Friesen described how the Anabap tists had endured persecution 
fiom the established church for their determination to establish a believers' church where 
membership was by choice and not by order of the state. The video posed a challenge for 
the present MB Church: Would its members retain a tnie believers' church or would they 
be assimilated into North Amencan s o ~ i e t ~ ? ' ~  
In April 1994 the Centre hosted the Mirror of the Martyrs exhibit at Concord 
College. AIthough the exhibit received extensive coverage in the Winnipeg media, the 
organizers -were disappointed that more members of Mennonite churches did not show 
up. In a memo to the Canadia. Conference Historical Cornmittee, Abe Dueck wrote that 
%e idea of a martyr exhibit evidently would not draw large crowds of people. 1 think 
that the connection with 16" centuty Anabaptism is one which most MB's don? value 
particularly.'"L In 1996, on the occasion of the 500" anniversary of Menno Simons' 
birth, Abe Dueck gave an interview with Mennonite Brethren Cornmunications and the 
Centre hosted a lecture series on early Anabaptism by Abraham Friesen. 
The majonty of the Centre's promotional and outreach activities, however, have 
focussed on the history of the Mennonite Brethren Church itself. Many of the seminars 
and symposiums that the Centre has sponsored, both by itself and in conjunction with the 
Historical Commission, have explicitly dealt with MB themes. The topics covered 
include: '?nfluences Upon Mennonite Brethren Theology" (1980); cDynamics of Faith 
and Culture in MB History" (1986); Taith and Ethnicity Among the Brethren (1987); 
and 'North American Mennonite Brethren at Mid-Century" (1993). 
Perhaps the most successful project ever undertaken by the Historical 
Cornmission was a three-part film senes entitled n e  Mennonite Brethren: A Missionmy 
Mouement. Released in 1988, it consisted of three filmed lectures by J. B. Toews that 
told the story of the growth and development of the Mennonite Brethren Church around 
the world. This project had been proposed back in 1984 by Ken ~ e d d i ~ . "  In a 1985 
letter to John Redekop, he wrote: 
1 am certainly hoping and praying that this will become a positive film to 
stimulate a greater interest in our brotherhood and help continue our long- 
standing missions emphasis. Within the last few years, as a result of my 
workhg in the Archives, 1 have corne to appreciate, respect and fïnd 
essential to any denomination's life and vitality, a strong missions 
emphasis. It need not always be the traditional view of missions, but some 
concerted effort in communicating the Good News is essential if the 
church is to grow." 
By the thne the series was completed and released in the summer of 1988 it was 
already heavily booked. It was shown at many missions conferences and festivals that 
fd. At the beginning of 1989, the minutes of the Historical Cornmittee recorded that the 
senes was still in high demand and would shortly be out on video. Archivist Alf 
Redekop would later estimate that about 75% of the Canadian MB congregations had 
seen at least part of the series." 
The Centre has also commissioned a number of book projects, including a history 
of the MB Church in Manitoba that was published in 1989 and a 1994 autobiography of 
MI3 theologian and college professor David Ewert. In 1997 the Historical Commission 
published a pamphlet entitkd "Basic Mennonite L i b r q  for Mennonite Brethren 
Congregations". This annotated bibliography, designed to assist church and schoo l 
Librarians in purchashg Anabaptist and MB histoncal materials, was mailed to al1 MB 
congregations in North ~merica? 
Also in 1997, the Commission initiated another successful project with the release 
of the fïrst of a series of pamphlets entitled "Profiles of Mennonite Faith". These 
pamphlets, containing short stones about the h e s  of important Mennonite leaders, were 
rnailed to al1 MI3 congregations for distribution. The subjects of the profiles ranged fiom 
early Anabaptist hero Dirk Willems, who had rescued a pursuer fiom drowning in an ice- 
covered pond and was later burned at the stake, to MB historian P. M. Friesen, who was 
portrayed in his pamphlet as a champion of social justice who had once publicly protested 
anti-Semitism in the southern Russian port city of Sevastopol. The series even managed 
to capitalize on the craze surrounding the movie Titanic with a pamphlet about Annie 
Funk, an early MB missionary to India who died in the disaster and reportedly gave her 
seat in a lifeboat to a mother with children. All of the pamphlets contained an explicit 
inspirational or moral lesson, emphasizing such Anabaptist themes as loving one's 
enemies, discipleship and support for the poor and oppressed. Reportedly well received, 
the series has proved to be an effective means of cornmunicating the message that the 
study of history can bring spiritual benefits? 
In addition to its involvement in publishing and audio-visual media, the Centre 
has sought to maintain a presence at national and provincial Conferences through 
displays, seminars and special present ations during the main inspirational sessions. At 
the 1986 Conference an excerpt from the Toews missionary series was shown just before 
the closing communion service. The excerpt, which recounted the story of the founding 
of the Mennonite Brethren church in Zaire at the cost of the lives of many of the f h t  
missionaries, was followed by a time of silence to remember those who had passed away 
in the past year. At the 1988 celebration of the centennial of the founding of the first MB 
church in Manitoba, Ken Reddig presented interviews with Anna Redekop, who had 
attended tliiay national conventions, and MB pastor and musician Rudy Boschman, who 
related a persona1 musical history of the   on fer en ce.^' 
The Centre's promotion of historical research has been hampered by its poor 
location and by the failure of MBBC/Concord College to offer courses that would have 
encouraged use of the archives. MB archivists have, however, done their best to facilitate 
and promote MB historical research. Ia 1992 the Historical Commission of the 
Mennonite Brethren Church announced the creation of the P. M. Friesen History Essay 
Contest, designed to encourage original historical research and writing and the utilization 
of the resources of ME3 archival collections. 
From its inception, the Centre has applied for govemment grants to cover the 
costs of microfilming and indexing early Conference periodicals. As a result, many 
people, including numerous students, have been employed by the Centre on a short-term 
basis in order to work on grant-funded projects. This involvement of the wider 
co~ll~llunity in the archival process is one of the crucial but often over-looked means by 
which an archives can work towards the reinforcement of collective memory in the larger 
constituency. At the Centre, for example, Hildi Janzen, a short-tenn employee who 
worked on the indexing of a German periodical, reported that the project had been very 
meaningfid and had given her a better histoncd understanding of Canadian 
c en no nit es ?* 
A £ha1 challenge that the Centre for MB Studies has had to face is the changing 
ethnic and cultural make-up of its constituency. The Centre has had to conf?ont the 
dilemma of forging a collective memory that does not alienate non-ethnic Mernonites 
while at the same time ensuring that Anabaptist principles are not sacrificed on the altar 
of expediency. As an increasing number of new members lack historical ties to the 
Conference, it is vital that the Centre continue to be viewed as primady a religious and 
not simply an ethnic institution. 
The Centre has, nevertheless, supported a number of projects that are primarily 
ethnic in nature- In the 1980s it supported music professor Doreen Klassen in a project 
that involved travelling across Canada to collect traditional and contemporary Mennonite 
songs. Ken Reddig worked together with the Mennonite Hentage Centre staff to prepare 
a tour guide to Mennonite historical sites in Manitoba for the 1990 World Conference. 
The Centre also contributed fun& towards the writing of the Mennonites in Canada 
historical series. 
The Centre, however, has been much more reluctant to become heavily involved 
in promoting the study of Mennonite ethnicity. Conscious of its position in a heavily 
evangelical conference with a diverse membership, it has sought to incorporate the stones 
of the various groups in the conference into one inclusive narrative. In 1993 Abe Dueck 
wrote about his dream to use the Centre's resources to create a new vision for the future 
of the Mennonite Brethren in Canada: 
Are we Anabaptist, Mennonite or Evangelical? Or are we some otber 
peculiar mix of traditions? How does our ethnic and cultural past relate to 
the new realities of being a people of many different backgrounds not ody 
in various countries around the world but within Canada itself? How can 
our past illuminate the future as we seek to be a f a i m 1  church? These 
are challenging issues and it would be tremendously grat iwg for the 
Centre to serve as a ositive force in bringing our denomination together 
in a common cause. 5J' 
The Centre has been assisted in this endeavour by the North American 
Conference's Estoricd Cûmmission ~t'hich kas actively sought to encourage historical 
consciousness and archival preservation in the global church. In 1995 the Commission 
announced its desue to nurtwe the historical identities of the world-wide Mennonite 
Brethren community of faith. It reported that it had funded the attendance of one Zairan 
and one Indian leader at an international consultation on the development of a 
postcolonial mission h i s t o r ï ~ ~ r a ~ h ~ . ~ ~  In 1997 the Commission declared that the next 
biennium would be marked by an effort to draw in new groups that were joining the 
Conference: 'Many of these people bring interesthg stories that fiavour their 
understanding of Christian faith and that can give us broader conceptions of what it 
means to be the people of ~ o d . " ~ '  
The Winnipeg Centre bas shown a particular interest in ensuring that the 
fledgling, largely francophone MB church in Quebec is adequately represented in the 
archives. In 1987 Ken Reddig went on a sumrner trip to Quebec to take a records 
inventory, copy church records and give advice on preservation. In the course of the trip 
he photocopied the records of both the regional Conference and the individual churches. 
In his report he noted that the Quebec congregations were excellent record keepers and 
that it was necessary to consider helping them write their own history: "A histoq would . 
not only inform them of their own pilgrimage but I believe a good history would help 
them to clarify their theologicd and cultural inheritan~e."~~ Reddig also contributed an 
article on the Quebec church for a specid expanded edition of the Mennonite Historian 
that was published in conjunction with the 1990 World  onf fer en ce.^^ 
Abe Dueck, the curent head of the Centre, has expressed his desire to ensure that 
all members of the conference believe that they have a stake in the archives. When asked 
in an interview what his response would be to a member fiom a nomMernonite 
background who challenged the relevance of the archives, Dueck replied that he would 
emphasize the relevance of individual stories to the Iarger story of the Conference as a 
whole: 'We have a fundamental commitment to the growth of the church beyond ethnic 
boundarïes . . . . We've seen ail the suffering in our own ethnically-defmed communities 
in Russia, for example, but many of those people also have theu own history of suffering 
. . . That is also our history and will become increasingly our history. . . . ,364 
This approach is illustrated by Dueck's reply to a letter that he received in 1993 
fkom the pastor of a church in Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan. In the letter, the pastor 
asked that the church's subscription to the Mennonite Hisronan be cancelled since it was 
never read: "We don? have many Mennonite people in o u .  church and those that we do 
have, are not Ûiterested in the ~istorian."~' Dueck, in his response, challenged the pastor 
to rethink his comment about noâ'having many Mennonite people: 
I understand what you mean, although I would hope that everyone in your 
church considers himself a Mennonite in the tme sense of what the 
Mennonite faith should stand for. The Mennonite HrStorian would like to 
serve people of various ethnic backgrounds - indeed it is most important 
to understand how our faith interacts with our culture, whatever kind that 
may be. Meadow Lake has its own experience, and it is important for the 
church and others to understand how it has corne to be what it is? 
Dueck concluded his letter by encouraging the chucch to submit a history to the Centre 
and offering to provide assistance if the church wished to celebrate an anniversary in the 
future. 
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Chapter Four: The Mennonite Heritage Centre and Collective 
Memory as Cornrnunity Balance 
The Mennonite Heritage Centre, located on the gounds of the Canadian 
Mennonite Bible College in Winnipeg, serves as the official repository for the records of 
the Conference of Mennonites in Canada as wefl as a number of other Mennonite 
denominations and organizations. 
The Conference of Mennonites in Canada currently consists of 228 congregations 
with approximately 36, 800 members. ' It was, until recently, one of six districts in the 
General Conference Mennonite Church of North Amenca. With a mixture of Swiss and 
Dutch roots and a strong ecumenical emphasis, the CMC can be a difficult denomination 
to classifi. Unlike the Mennonite Brethren, which dramatically broke away fiom the 
larger Mennonite church in Russia in 1860, the General Conference has grown peacefûlly 
through a senes of mergers and &cation agreements. Designed to promote CO- 
operation and the sharing of resources among Mennonites, the Conference is 
characterized by lack of centralized control and tolerance of a *de range of theologies 
and worship styles. As socioIogist Calvin Redekop has written, any Mennonite can fïnd a 
congregation within the Conference that suits his or her persona1 peferen~e.~ The 
Conference actively works for greater unity among Mennonites but also struggies to 
reconcile the diverse backgrounds and experiences of its various component groups. A 
mission statement adopted at its 1990 national convention reads: 
The Conference of Mennonites is a united and uniting body of Mennonite 
congregations which works in partnership with provincidregional 
conferences in the mission and Wnistry of the church of Jesus Christ. It 
provides, facilitates and coordinates national and other programs that 
support the ministry of its congregations and partner conferences? 
The General Conference is often the target of attacks f?om more conservative 
Mennonite groups who regard it as too liberal and too tolerant of immoral behaviour. 
Comparative studies of North Amencan Mennonite denorninations appear to provide 
some substantive evidence for these perceptions of difference, if not necessady their 
moralistic overtones. In their comparative study of five denominations that was 
published in 1975, KaufThan and Harder reported that the General Conference was the 
most secularized, ranking last on seven out of eieven faith variables. According to a 
follow-up 1989 study, General Conference Mennonites were Iess likely to take strict 
positions on such moral issues as drinking, gambling and dancing- These studies also 
demonstrated, however, that the General Conference showed a stronger cornmitment than 
the other denominations to Anabaptist theology and social issues such as pacifisrn, social 
justice and interracial ju~t ice .~ 
The General Conference traces its origins to a meeting in West Branch, Iowa in 
1860. Progressive Swiss Mennonites, many of them recent immigrants, agreed to form a 
"Generai Conference of the Mennonite Church of North America" with the ultimate goal 
of unithg al1 Mennonites under one organizational umbrella The broader "Conference" 
structure would allow individual congregations to work together to accomplish larger 
tasks while stilI permitting a fair amount of local freedom.' 
Most of the Kanadier Mennonites who emigrated to western Canada in the 1870s 
formed their own conferences or Gemeinde. A more progressive group, lmown as the 
Bergthaler was formed in 1892 and soon sought assistance from American General 
Conference educators and missionaries. In 1903, representatives fkom the Bergthaler and 
the Rosenorter Gemeinde in Saskatchewan met in Hochstadt in southern Manitoba to 
establish the Conference of Mennonites in Central Canada In his 1987 Conference 
Message, moderator Walter Franz said: ''The formation of a new conference was seen as 
the wili of God for its purpose was to unite congregations in doing his will.'" At its 1904 
Conference sessions, the delegates established a constitution that, with minor 
modifications, would remain in place for more than fifty years. The stated goals of the 
Conference were to provide fellowship, permit the poohg of resources and assist in the 
strengthening of the participatuig ch~rches.~ 
The Canadian Conference remained primarily a Manitoba-Saskatchewan entity 
until the corning of the Ruslaender in the 1920s. In many of the new settlements, 
Mennonite Erethren and members of the Kirchliche (or larger Mennonite church) worked 
and worshipped together amicably but most of the Kirchliche eventually formed their 
own congregations, put off by the MB Church's aggressive proselytization and insistence 
on immersion baptism. Many of these immigrant churches affiliated with the General 
Conference, attracted by a cornmon interest in education and missions and by an 
organizational structure that allowed individual congregations to join, even if their larger 
Gemeinde did not. Histonan John Friesen writes: "The principle of allowing 
considerable diversity in worship and custom seemed to suit the various Russian and 
Prussian Mennonite groups since they were not from one region and thus represented 
different faith traditions."* 
In 1932 the Conference changed its name to General Conference of Mennonites in 
Canada. The 1930s and 1940s were also marked by the growth of provincial conferences 
that organized and administered local home missions, summer camps and youth 
ministries. As the provincial conferences took on more and more responsibïlities, the 
national Conference remained in an advisory capacity? 
Canadian Mennonite Bible College was founded in Winnipeg in 1 947 in the hope 
that it would serve to bring the various congregations together and aid in the promotion 
of CO-operation and unity. Although it has served as one of the few visible CO-operative 
ventures of the Conference, CMBC has also sparked many controversies over its 
perceived reluctance to truly embrace evangelicd theology . 
During the 1950s and 1960s congregations became increasingly independent. 
The traditional lay leaders of the old Gemeinde were replaced by professional pastors uid 
by the 1960s the transition fkom German to English was largely complete. Canada's k t  
ail-Engfish Mennonite periodical, the Canadian Mennonite appeared in 1953. Although 
technicaiiy independent, it was partially subsidized by the Conference which used it as a 
national publicity outlet. When the Canadian Mennonite folded in 1971, the CMC 
reached an agreement with its successor, the Mennonite Reporter. 
In 1959, after a major reorganization, the Conference was renarned the 
Conference of Mennonites in Canada (CMC). Five national Conference Boards were 
created and a national office was established on the CMBC campus. The reorganization 
caused the CMC to greatly expand its national activities although a series of ambitious 
proj ects and mushrooming expenses eventually resulted in a financial crunch that caused 
delegates at the 1970 Conference sessions to order a reduction of the budget.'' 
In 1978 the Conference of Mennonites in Canada marked its 75" anniversary by 
dedicatuig a cairn at the site of the 1903 sessions in Hochstadt. 
In the last ten years, the CMC and the General Conference as a whole have gone 
through a number of major changes that appear to be in harmony with thek stated goal of 
bringing Mennonites together. Tak about a merger with another large Mennonite 
denomination, the Swiss-dorninated Mennonite Church, began as far back as 1983 at a 
joint delegate conference where an Integration Exploration Cornmittee was estabiished. 
h 1995, at -a joint convention in Wichita, a vision statement was approved and a new 
Confession of FGth and a recommendation regarding integration were adopted. In 1997 
the new denomination was named the "Mennonite Church". AIthough the merger was 
initially regarded with excitement, problems were quick to develop as the two large 
groups, dissirnilar in many respects, tried to establish a working relationship. 
In 1998 the Conference's delegates voted to support the formation of a new 
Mernonite university that would unite CMBC, Concord College (the former Mennonite 
Brethren Bible College) and Menno Simons College. This CO-operative venture with the 
MB Conference was significant as another step forward towards full reconciliation 
between two groups whose differences go back to the 1860 split in Russia. 
The CMC does not appear to share the struggle over identity that has continually 
beset the Mennonite Brethren over the years. As a d e ,  the CMC has been much more 
confident of its Anabaptist heritage and theology which are regarded more as assets than 
as liabilities to outreach. This does not mean, however, that conflict does not exist. The 
CMC also contains with its congregations a wide variety of doctrinal positions. The 
conference's loose organizational structure has been both a help and a hindrance in 
dealing with the problem. The large amount of latitude that is given to individual 
churches pemiits tensions to exist without tearing the conference apart. The lack of a 
strong central authority also, unfortunately, o h  prevents the CMC fkom having a 
signïficant impact on the larger society. The CMC has maintained observer status with 
both the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada and the rnainiine Canadian Council of 
Churches but has not become a full member of either organization, knowing that such a 
move would generate too much controversy. The CMC seems to be acknowledging that 
the theological polarities represented by these two groups are dso present within the 
denomination itseîf. ' ' 
The lack of a central authority also womes some observers who fear that the 
current structure is not strong enough to provide the CMC with a reason to stay together. 
As the regional conferences grow in size and take on more responsibilities, what justifies 
the continued existence of the national conference? As the individual congregations have 
become more independent, there has been less and less identification with the national 
body. The historian of the Manitoba conference, Anna Ens, describes the subtle shift 
fkom the notion that "we are the conference" to the idea that 'tve, the congregation" are 
separate from '-3, the ~onférence".~~ 
In a 1992 "Proposal for New Structures" the national leaders of the CMC 
asserted: "CMC is not first of al1 an organization, but a church, a Canada-wide body of 
Christ that has covenanted together for fellowship and to do some tasks on behalf of 
all."l3 Despite its efforts, however, the presence of the National Conference at the local 
level still appears to be lacking: A 1998 survey of General Conference and Mennonite 
Churches showed that 54% of their members were either unaware of the proposed 
integration between the two groups or did not know the reasons for it.I4 
The archival program of the CMC officially dates to 1933 when Bernhard J. 
Schellenberg was appointed as the Conference's h t  archivist. The curent Heritage 
Centre collection had its origins in the historical library and archives that CMBC 
professor Gerhard Lohrenz began assembling in the 1950s. In 1966 the conference 
created two committees to oversee the historical and archival prograrns; the Historical 
Committee was to be responsible for the collection of archival materials while the CMBC 
faculty was to be in charge of their organization and classification. In 1973 the two 
committees were replaced by a single History-Archives Committee that was to adrninister 
the archival collection as a separate conference program. The move to expand the 
archival program seems to have been one of the many historical and heritage projects that 
were initiated in the Canadian Mennonite community during the celebration of the 1974 
centennial. l5 
An important aspect of this expansion was the hiring of a full-time archivist. In 
1973 Lawrence Klippenstein was engaged on a contract basis and in 1974 he accepted a 
full-tirne position as the conference's histonan/archivist. Klippenstein served in this 
position until his retirement in 1997. 
One of the h t  tasks for the new archivist and the History-Archives Committee 
was to clan@ the mandate of the program. Discussions were held with the Conference's 
other archival institution at Conrad Grebel College in Waterloo, Ontario. It was 
eventually decided that responsibilities would be drawn dong geographical and 
institutional lines: Material fiom the Canadian Conference and western Canada would be 
collected in Manitoba while the archives at Conrad Grebel would handle inter-Mennonite 
records. This agreement fulfilled the dream of the CMBC archives to become the official 
repository of the National Conference, A cornmittee member articulated this view in a 
letter to Frank Epp at Conrad Grebel: 
The Conference Archives is not sîmply a CMBC archives, It is the 
archives for the Conference of Mennonites in Canada. 1 believe that it 
should r e h  that national character. The others may be regional or 
topical but the Conference Archives should represent al l  the regions and 
the whole of the fields of interest of the people related to the Conference? 
In September 1975 the archives released the h t  issue of the Mennonite 
Historkzn, a publication designed, in the words of the editors, to serve as a fonun where 
researchers could present their kdings and as a vehicle of communication between 
groups and individuals interested in the Mennonite experience. Over the years the 
Historiun's editors have maintaineci the original mandate to appeal to a popular 
audience.17 
Plans were also underway in the 1970s to constnict a new permanent home for the 
collection that would replace the two rooms in the CoIlege that served as archival offices 
at the t h e .  The need for a new archival facility had been raised by Gerhard Lohrenz at 
the 1972 Conference. A Winkier buslnessman, P. W. Enns, saw this as a worthy project 
to support and offered to fimd the construction of an archival centre through his family's 
charitable foundation. Enns described his proposal in a 1977 letter to the Conference: 
"This complex would be for the use of al1 Mennonites. The prime intent of such a center 
would be an expression of gratitude for God's guidance and our Canadian hentage, 
dowing future generations the oppominity to study and understand the Mennonite 
people as servants of ~ o d . " ' ~  
At the 1977 Conference, delegates debated whether or not to accept this gift. A 
number of issues were raised. One delegate questioned the wisdom of centralizing 
everything in Manitoba while another wondered if the proposed centre would duplicate 
the efforts of the Steinbach Museum. The most pressing issue, though, was the 
unprecedented nature of the financial arrangements. Never before had the Conference 
received a major gift for charitable purposes. Some expressed concem that this was 
evicience that the conference was becoming too wealthy while others wondered if a large 
donation fkom a pnvate corporation was reaily "clean" money. After much discussion, 
the delegates voted 94% in favour of accepting the gift fiom the EMS Family 
~oundation. '
In defence of the Enns family's actions, Gerhard Lohrenz wrote in the Mennonite 
Reporter that it was noble for wealthier members to support such projects: "Sorne folks 
have the idea that an archives is a place in which old mod.dy papers are being kept . . . .It 
is true that documents and papers are to be preserved here but they are kept and are being 
used to give us a better understanding and a clearer insight for today and the day after."2" 
The move to the new facility was complete by the fall of 1978 and the Mennonite 
Hentage Centre officially opened in 1979. 
The construction of the Heritage Centre was part of a larger plan to transform the 
archives into a genuine inter-Mennonite institution. As early as 1974 Mennonite 
historian Ted Regehr, who had also been an archivist at the Public Archives of Canada, 
had suggested that provisions might be made to allow other provincial conferences to 
temporarily deposit their records at CMBC while their own archival programs were being 
developed- At another 1974 meeting it was decided that the CMBC archives served a 
purpose beyond just facilitating the work of the Conference; smaller Mennonite 
denominations, such as the Evangelical Mennonite Conference and the Evangelical 
Mennonite Mission Conference were to be invited to deposit their records at the Centre. 
In 1979 the EMMC did accept the Centre's offer and began using the MHC as its official 
archival depository. In later years, the Conference's History-Archives Committee would 
attempt to meet with representatives fiom al1 of the srnaller Mennonite groups in western 
Canada; despite their efforts, no other conference has as yet made an official agreement 
with the centre? 
The MHC has also tried to expand beyond denominational boundarïes in its quest 
for records. In 1977 it was chosen as the permanent repository for the papers of MCC 
(Canada). History-Archives Committee member John Friesen had previously written 
MCC (Canada) head Dan Zehr that his group had "defked the scope of our archiva1 
holdings as including all materials which reflect the life of the Mennonite 'people"': 
We see our task as much larger than just a place to keep denominational 
records. Our aim is to reflect the history of Mennonites in Canada from 
the earfiest days in Manitoba, the migrations to Mexico and Paraguay, and 
the documents reflecting the background of our people in Russia.* 
The Mennonite Heritage Centre celebrated the 5 0 ~  anniversary of the CMC's 
archival program in 1983 and the 60" in 1993. 
Recent events of some importance have included the acquisition of copies of 
material fkom archives in the former Soviet Union. Many Mennonite archival records 
that were thought to have been Iost or destroyed in the &ennath of the Russian 
Revolution are now being uncovered as research institutions in Russia and the Ulcraine 
open up to Western scholars. One of the discoveries that generated the most excitement 
was the Molotschna Mennonite Archive, a colIection that been assembled by Russian 
Mennonite school teacher Peter Braun. It was uncovered in the Odessa State Archives 
after having disappeared for sixty years. The MHC has been actively involved in 
copying this and other Russian collections for the benefit of North Amencan 
researchersu 
As the Coderence continues to expand, there is a growuig realization that the 
MHCYs centrality cannot be maintained forever. The provincial conferences will 
inevitably become more possessive of their records and develop their own regional 
archival programs. When b t e ~ e w e d ,  Lawrence Klippenstein expressed his hope that 
the various archival centres would be able to cooperate together and that a cornmon 
purpose could still be achieved." 
While the Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies has focussed almost exclusively 
on the spintual needs of its own Conference, the Mennonite Heritage Centre has 
presented itself as an institution dedicated to serving the Iarger Canadian and 
international Mennonite communities as well as researchers and historians fiom around 
the world. This broader outlook can be explained in part by the ecumenical and tolerant 
nature of its parent Conference. Io contrast to the Centre for MB Studies, which has 
concentrated on promoting the spiritual benefits provided by archives, the Heritage 
Centre has been much more confident in its advocacy of research into the ethnic and 
cultural aspects of the Mennonite experience. In its view, archives can provide a critical 
sense of balance to a comrnunity that is ofien unable to decide whether it is primady a 
religious sect or an ethnic group. 
Even the physical plant of the Heritage Centre seems to demonstrate a 
cornmitment to inclusivity. Unlike the Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies, which h a  
sdTered as a result of its poor location, the Mennonite Hentage Centre is able to maintain 
a much more visible presence on the local and national Mennonite scenes. A large part 
of the reason for this success is the building which was specifically designed to serve as 
more than just an archival repository. RealiPng that such a large project would need to 
have a greater purpose than simply collecting records, the Centre's plamers included 
space for an art gallery and display and meeting areas. It was hoped that a wide variety 
of activities and exhibits would bring in a broader cross-section of the public beyond the 
narrow circle of academic researchers and genea~ogists.25 
The architecturally distinct building has also raised the profile of the Centre. It is 
highly visible and easily accessible and is usually featured prominently in CMBCYs 
promotional literature. Casual visitors, many of them with no Mennonite connections, 
have dropped in "just to look around" after reading about the Centre in the Manitoba 
Tourist Guide. The spacious setting allows the Heritage Centre's staff to display more 
concrete reminders of the Mennonite past, such as a pair of mernorial stones that were 
given to the Centre after being recovered f?om a former family cemetery plot in ~ u s s i a . ~ ~  
The prominent role of the Art Gallery is another indication of the Centre's 
willingness to reach out to a broader audience. Onginaliy open to any artist willing to 
amount an exhibition, the Gallery took on a new life in 1998 when prominent local artist 
Ray DIrks was hired as its £kt curator. Dirks announced that he wanted the Gallery to 
serve as a professional home within the church to artists who might othefuise feel the 
need to leave in order to pursue their art." 
Since then, the Gallery has mounted a new exhibition every two months, drawing 
on local and international artists fiom a wide variety of religious backgrounds. A number 
of shows, inc1uding a recent quilt exhibit, have proven to be quite successfiil. Since the 
opening of an exhibit can draw up to 60 to 70 people, the Gallery serves a valuable means 
by which to create awareness of the archival program in the larger community- It also 
demonstrates the relationship between historical research and visual art as two different 
but interrelated means of memory preservation. 
In 1999 the Heritage Centre initiated a new program that involved the loaning out 
of selected art pieces to congregations for use as worship aids. One traveiling exhibit, 
entitled "Faces of Christ", raised some controversy as a result of suspicions that the 
paintings involved were actual icons that had been objects of worship. On the whole, 
however, the program has proven to be quite popda.. The archiva1 staff acknowledges 
that events such as these are effective ways of putting the Centre on the map.28 
As stated in the previous chapter, if a religious archives wishes to play a role in 
influencing the collective mernory of its constituency, it must first convince the 
constituency that it has a vested interest in supporting an archival program. Although the 
Centre has occasionally sought to convince the Conference of the spintual value of 
archives, it has not been afhid to also emphasize the importance of ethnic and cultural 
studies. 
MHC archivists, when inte~ewed,  could not recall any senous opposition to 
archives within the Conference. The biggest challenge, especially in the early years, was 
to make do with a limited budget that was largely the result of stiff cornpetition among 
the various Conference programs for the available funds. Lawrence Klippenstein, 
however, made it a point of his tenure at MHC to develop an activist approach to archives 
with the local congregations in mind. In a 1975 progress report, he wrote that a rationale 
for the existence of a histoncal-archival program had to include the resource value that it 
provided for the church: '?t is not enough to see some sort of mystical good in history- 
writing, or in manuscripts gathered in rows of boxes on she~ves."~~ 
The members of the Historical-Archives Cornmittee have occasionally felt moved 
to promote the spiritual value of archival records and their study. In one of the 
cornmittee's b t  reports in 1975, John Fnesen wrote: Trom scripture we can learn that 
to know where we are going and want to go, we need to know where we have come fkom. 
This means that to know how to face ethical issues in the present as one example, it may 
be helpful to leam fiom our forefathers who faced similar iss~es."'~ In 1979, on the 
occasion of the opening of the Centre, Gerhard Lohrenz attempted to convince doubters 
in the Conference that the expense had been worth it: "This centre is not only a place 
where old records are to be studied. Here also the trends and the needs of our 
brotherhood of today are to be scrutinized." Lohrenz concluded: 'We expect the Centre 
to be one of the fountains fiom which new and invigorating life will flow into our 
congregations. "3 ' 
Lawrence Klippenstein has forcefully articulated the need for the Centre t.0 
maintain a balance between the spiritual and the secular. In 1982, on the eve of the 5 0 ~  
anniversary of the CMC's archival program, he warned against viewing the Centre as 
strictly an ethnic or cultural facility: "The tendency could arise to see the past as 
depicting only the cultural or ethnic dimension of Mennonite identity and feel that the 
roots of Mennonite religious reality must be sought in a different area, namely in 
religious experience and in conversion." Klippenstein declared that such a dichotomy 
would be unfortunate: "Hopefully the history archives program can help to intepte 
present personal experience with communal history. The ethnic and the religious ought 
not to be felt or perceived as contrasts, but rather as integrated Christian r e a ~ i t ~ . " ~ ~  
Despite all theu efforts, the archivists at the Centre have had to concede that 
archives will never be a high pnonty in the rninds of most church members. Klippenstein 
always worked with the assumption that at least a handfid of members in each church 
were active supporters of the program but this handful was usually dl that there was. 
This lack of support was, for the most part, not the result of opposition but simply of the 
belief that the Conference had other, more pressing, needs to meet. ConsequentIy, the 
Heritage Centre staff, accepting the fact that the archives would always remain one of the 
s d l e r  programs in the Conference, has worked to ensure that it retains its current level 
of support. Efforts are made to keep the Heritage Centre visible at conference and 
delegate sessions and the staff actively seeks out new sources of tùndraising to 
demonstrate that the Centre is not completely dependent on the Conference for support.33 
The second step in the effort to shape a collective memory, as described in the 
previous chapter, is to ensure that the records of the conference and its indiedual 
congregations are properly collected and preserved. The Heritage Centre has been active 
in promoting archival collection and preservation since its inception; promotional efforts 
in this area are especially evident in the 1970s when the archiva1 program was still in its 
developmental stage. Like many Mennonite historical and cultural groups, the CMC 
archival program took advantage of the unprecedented media attention given to 
Mennonite history during the 1974 Centennial celebrations. A Mennonite Reporter 
article that appeared in 1974 stated: "Congregations may wish to collect materials of 
historical value Iike pictures and letters and preserve them in safe, fieproof locations. 
The Conference is prepared to receive such materials for preservation and study in the 
Conference archives in ~ i n n i ~ e ~ . ' ' ~ ~  In that same year, the then little known James Urry 
had an article published in the Reporter that urged its readers to help fi11 in the gaps in the 
Conference collection by sending copies of early Mennonite periodicals to the 
At the 1974 CMC Conference sessions, it was decided that each congregation 
should appoint a person who would be responsible for the collection and preservation of 
records and serve as a liaison with the archives. In order to assist these new appointees, 
the archives put out a brief guide on "Caring for Church Records". In the guide, local 
archivists were made aware of the spîrihial significance of their new role: "This task may 
well be seen as a sacred trust. Just as the people of God felt Ied by God to preserve the 
story of His work among them, so we may see it as His charge to do the same t~da~. ' ' '~  
Since that initial flurry of activity, the Heritage Centre has continued to encourage 
its constituent congregations to place their materials in the archives. In a 1976 article in 
the Historian, Lawrence Klippenstein wrote that church records told the story of the 
development of the Conference's programs and ministrïes: 'We need this information to 
understand what is happening in our midst, to evaluate past experiences, and to see what 
is still to be d ~ n e . " ~ ~  
The willingness of the Centre to promote itself as a resource for ethnic and 
cultural studies as well as church history has also permitted it to achieve success in 
promoting historical research. Aided by a superior facility and a more supportive 
educational institution, the archival program has been able to encourage the study of the 
Conference's history among a wide variety of potential users. When intemiewed, 
Klippenstein spoke of the History-Archives Cornmittee's concern that history was t00 
often neglected in Mennonite churches and schools. The archives, in respomse, had tried 
to create an atmosphere where historical work within a church settimg could be 
undertaken without apology.'8 
The Heritage Centre has made a particular effort to cater to its most loyal users, 
the genealogists. The number of genealogists has grown dramaticaily in the years since 
the founding of the Centre and the archival staff believes that an interest in genealogy, if 
encouraged, can kad to wider historical study. Consequently, the promotion of 
genealogical research has becorne a key f o m  of outreach for the Centre. The Mennonite 
Historian pubbhes a regular genealogical column that lists newly published family 
history books and prints the queries of genealogists asking for information on certain 
ancestors. The Centre has also recently set up a cornputer in the reading room that allows 
researchers to access genealogical databases on CD-ROM as well as web-based 
re~ources .~~ 
Another important client group is the students and faculty of CMBC. In contrast 
to MBBC/Concord College, the faculty and archival staff have worked closeiy together to 
encourage student use of the archives. As early as 1974 it was suggested art a History- 
Archives Cornmittee meeting that each member submit a list of four to six res-earch topics 
to the archivist which would be suitable for students looking for subjects for nerm papers. 
The best term papers would then be integrated back ùito the archives to serve as leads for 
fiuther research- Students enroileci in CMBC's Mennonite Studies Course have, for 
many years, been required to complete a major project involving original research on 
some aspect of the Mennonite experience; copies of al1 the papers are kept in the 
archives .40 
The Heritage Centre has also organized outreach activities aimed at uistilling an 
interest in historical research among the general public. These have included both off- 
site events, such as seminars and workshops on various historicd topics, and on-site 
activities that take advantage of the Centre's facilities. For a number of years, the Centre 
celebrated Archives Week with a series of special programs, including draws, book sales 
and displays. Another feature was the Archives in the Attic program that encouraged the 
general public to bring in and display their own materials. Participants were encouraged 
to submit copies of their items for deposit at the Centre and were given advice on how to 
better preserve f h l y  and personal records? 
Finally, it is impossible to ignore the many volunteers who have worked on 
varbus projects for the Centre. Like their counterparts at the Centre for ME3 Studies, 
volunteers have been given hands-on experience with archivai materials that sometimes 
provide them with a persona1 connection to the past. In 1999, for example, the Hentage 
Centre reported the experiences of one volunteer who had translated a portion of a d i q  
for a client whose father had disappeared during the Stalinist purges. After readuig it, the 
volunteer visited the Heritage Centre director to tell him in tears how this diary had 
heIped her to corne to terms with the death of her own father.." 
According to Lawrence Klippenstein, the encouragement of historical research 
and writing and the experiences of the volunteers have led to the development of a 
slightly growing core of patrons who provide the archives with its strongest support 
within the  onf fer en ce.^^ 
In the previous chapter, a fair amount of space was spent descnbing the efforts of 
the Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies to promote a distinctive Anabaptist identity 
for the MB Conference that combined the best parts of both modem evangelicalism and 
classical Anabaptism. Guided by a North Amencan Historical Commission and working 
in cooperation with two sister archival institutions in the United States, the Winnipeg 
Centre has devoted the buk of its outreach activities towards the promotion of the study 
of ME3 History. 
In contrast, the Mennonite Heritage Centre has ody recently begun to focus more 
closely on the history of its own denomination. Several factors may have contributed to 
this state of &airS. First, the CMC and its parent North American Conference lack any 
sort of overarching histoncal organization to coordinate large-scaIe projects. Second, the 
loose structural nature of the Conference and the Iack of a shared heritage similar to that 
possessed by the MBs creates a difficulty in finding common themes and expenences 
around which to construct a compelling history. Finally, in keeping with its goal of 
providing archivd services to the larger Mennonite comunity, the Centre has tended to 
concentrate on projects whose appeal transcends the Conference. Many of the 
promotional events and materials that the Centre's staff has produced appear to be 
designed to both acquaint ethnic Mennonites with their own heritage and introduce this 
heritage to a wider Canadian audience. The Centre has, for instance, sponsored events 
such as the 1991 conference that marked the fiftieth anniversary of the Conscientious 
Objector program in which many Mennonite men had served during World War LI. It 
also cooperated with the MI3 Centre in hosting the 1993 Mirror of the Martyrs exhibit, 
which focussed on the experiences of the fkst Anabaptists. The History-Archives 
Cornmittee's minutes of 1980 record a proposai to provide assistance in s e h g  up 
displays at the Mennonite Folklorama  avilio on.^ 
The Centre has made good use of its physical facilities in mounting many general- 
interest displays. Io 1982 one display space was outfitted as a vintage private school 
classroom, courtesy of the Steinbach Museum. In 1999 a display that told the story of the 
Mennonites was installed; i t featured biographical sketches of early Anabaptist leaders 
and a life-size mode1 of a dungon? 
Hentage Centre staff have been active in producing scholarly and popular 
literahire on general Mennonite themes. A Directory of Mennonite Archives and 
Historical Libraries was first published in 1981; in 1990 the third edition, including 
listings of archival facilities outside of North America, was released to coincide with the 
Mennonite World Conference. Lawrence Klippenstein was particularly active in 
producing materials that could be incorporated into school multicultural programs. In 
1982 his booklet David Klassen and the Mennonites was published as part of a grade 
school multicultural series entitled We Built Canada. Although the booklet appeared to 
present the Mennonites as just one of many self-contained ethnic groups in the Canadian 
mosaic, it did draw attention to the faith vs. c u h e  debate in Mennonite ~ i r c l e s . ~ ~  
The Hentage Centre recently began offering evening classes designed to 
familiarize participants with certain aspects of Mennonite history and culture. In 1998, 
the selections included a course on Russian Mennonite history taught by Lawrence 
Klippenstein and a class offering instruction in conversational Low ~ e r r n a n . ~ ~  
Archivists who have worked at both Centres agree that although the CMC is more 
cornfortable with its Anabaptist identity, its archives program's accomplishments in the 
area of Conference history have not matched those of the Mennonite Brethren Historical 
~omrniss ion.~~ One of the few examples of a product specifically geared towards a 
Conference audience is the commemorative booklet that was put together for the 1978 
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75" Anniversary celebrations. More of an impressionistic portrait than a straightforward 
narrative, the booklet subtly reminded Conference members that the Anabaptist heritage 
that had once embarrassai many was now being embraced by the wider society: "Just 
when we were becoming sick of the Mennonite name as the Mennonite Brethren before 
us, the Canadian society on the whole, as well as universities, publishers, and the m a s  
media, seemed to think that Mennonite was great.'*g 
Despite the lack of large projects dealing with Conference history, the Heritage 
Centre has been active in promoting the past in smaller ways at both the congregational 
and conference levels. For a number of years in the 1980s, the Cornmittee worked on a 
project designed to introduce children to Mennonite history. Plans were drawn up to 
create a portable multi-media centre with photographs, books, games and audio-visual 
presentations that was called, at various times, a "Children's Corner" and a "Mini 
Heritage Centre". The project was eventually scaled back and the Centre began to 
concentrate more on p ~ t e d  matenal. In 1988 it began distributing a new Mennonite 
Heritage teaching kit to al1 CMC Sunday s c h o ~ l s . ~ ~  
At the conference level, the Heritage Centre has employed a variety of methods 
designed to heighten its national visibility and create a larger awareness of the 
Conference's spiritual heritage. One of its first major projects was the planning and 
organization of the celebrations surrounding the commemoration of the CMC's 75" 
anniversary. In addition to the souvenir booklet, a special ceremony was held at the 
original site of the first conference where a cairn was unveiled. 
At the 1983 Conference sessions in Winnipeg, numerous special events, including 
several tours, were held to celebrate the 50" anniversary of the CMC archives program. 
The 6 0 ~  anniversary celebrations at the 1993 Conference included a ceremonid 
presentation of a microfilrned copy of the Peter .J. Braun archives, the recently re- 
discovered archiva1 collection fiom Russia that was believed to have been destroyed. A 
pre-conference report stated: "As the fouoding of the conference archives in 1933 was 
intended to replace the Mernonite archives begun in the USSR in 1917, presumably lost 
in the 1920's and now rediscovered in Odessa, the joint celebration seems most fittingW5' 
The Hentage Centre and the History-Archives Cornmittee have taken steps in the 
last ten years to fill the void lefi by an absence of solid historical material on the 
Conference. In 1988 the Centre issued a cal1 for persona1 papers of Conference leaders 
whose materials would be needed if a Conference history were to be written. In 1995 the 
Conference General Board passed a motion to provide a h d i n g  base for the project. In 
the summer of 1999 CMBC professor Adolf Ens began researching and wrïting the 
history with a release date scheduled for early in the next century. Also in 1999, former 
CMC General Secretary Helmut Harder accepted the challenge of writing the biography 
of David Toews, generally regarded as the most significant leader in Conference 
h i ~ t 0 r y . ~ ~  
A.lthough the Hentage Centre has exhibited a greater willingness to promote the 
study of Mennonite ethnic and cultural history, it has also been conscious of the growing 
diversity of the conference membership. Like its Mennonite Brethren counterpart, the 
Hentage Centre has tried to ensure that it remainç relevant as the Conference moves 
beyond its ethnic origins to embrace people fkom many different backgrounds. 
When interviewed, Hentage Centre archivists affirmed their cornmitment to the 
development of an archival collection that would properly reflect the ethnic and cultural 
diversity of the CMC. They also emphasized the importance of familiarizing new 
members with the historical traditions of the denomination. Alf Redekopp, who served 
as acting head of the Centre fkom 1999 to 2000, advocated a cooperative mode1 which 
wodd encourage sharing and preserving the stories of the various ethnic groups within 
the Conference for the benefit of al l  members." 
Lawrence Klippenstein, when asked how he would defend the relevance of the 
Centre to a new member of a non-Mennonite background, tried to strike a balance 
between the preservation of tradition and the accomodation of diversity. He envisioned 
the Heritage Centre as a facility where the Mennonite hentage of the denomination would 
be proudly upheld and preserved so that dl members could learn about the traditions of 
the denomination that they were joining. At the same time, newer members fiom 
minority groups would be encouraged to share their histones wÏth the larger group in 
order to facilitate communication and increase cross-cultural understanding. Even if 
newer members were not immediately interested in CMC or Mennonite history, the 
Centre would continue to preserve and document this history in preparation for the day 
when an individual or group felt the need to discover and understand it." 
Klippenstein descnbed the efforts of the Centre to preserve material created by 
non-ethnic Mennonites. Some of the groups fiom whom records had been received 
included the Chinese, Vietnamese and Abonginal Mennonite churches. At this point, 
however, much promotional and educational work needed to be done to convince new 
groups of the importance of bringing in their histoncal materials. Since most of these 
co~fi~unities were still relatively new to the Mennonite fold, it was doubüùi that much 
material wouId be received for another generation or two. According to Klippenstein, it 
was once thought that Mennonites had brought very little with them when they emigrated 
fiom Russia to North America. Conventional wisdom had been proved wrong, however, 
when the second generatïon began bringing in the heirlooms that they had inherited. 
Kiippenstein suspected that the day rnight very well corne when the children of the k s t  
generation of Asian and Latin Amencan Mennonite Christians would decide that they 
wanted family heirlooms and records to be preserved; hopefully, they would then be able 
to turn to the Centre for a~sistance.~~ 
For the time being, the Heritage Centre may have an advantage over the Centre 
for Ml3 Studies in this aspect of its mandate as a result of its superior physical facilities. 
In addition to introducing visitors to a wider variety of memory sources, the art gallery 
and display areas have permitted the Centre to demonstrate its cornmitment to diversity in 
a highly visible and accessible manner. When hired as curator of the Gallery in 1998, 
Ray Dirks expressed his desire to include artists fiom refûgee backgrounds: 'We wish to 
link that ethnic past to the multi-ethnic now and tomorrow through shared faith and 
ide al^."'^ 
The fïrst show in the revamped Gallery was a November 1998 exhibition of art by 
Dirks and a Christian artist fiom Nigeria who was currently studying in Winnipeg. 
Opening night, which attracted a large crowd, feahired a program with drumming and 
dancing by a local Nigenan Christian congregation. In September 1999 the Gallery 
played host to an exhibit of Cuban art that was designed to coincide with the Pan Am 
~ a m e s  ." 
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Conclusion 
It is obvious that archival institutions do play an important roIe in the formation 
and preservation of collective memory. While the ultimate impact of their efforts may be 
impossible to measure, it aIso cannot be ignored, especially in smaller constituencies, 
where the archives may be the only institution devoted to the preservation and 
interpretation of the past. 
As the preceding study of two Mennonite archives demonstrates, archives 
contribute to the formation of collective memory in a number of ways: 
1) They collect, preserve and describe records that f o m  the basis for historical 
research and writing. 
2) They provide advice and resources for other organizations and individuals who 
are interested in preserving historical records. 
3) They encourage the study and writing of history through the publishing of 
archival guides and the organization of lecture series, classes, symposia and scholarly 
conferences. 
4) They provide the general public with the opportunity to participate in the 
preservation of history through volunteer prograrns and summer emp 10 yment 
opportunities. 
5) They produce and commission historical and cornmernorative products and 
events such as books, audio-visual presentations, musical compositions, artifact displays 
and tours of historic sites. 
As this list indicates, archives and archivists have ventured far beyond the original 
mandate to act as a passive receptacle for the histoncal records of a particular entity. In 
an age when cultural institutions must vigorously compete for the support offered by a 
dwindling number of public and private sources, an active program of promotional and 
outreach activities is needed to maintain visibility and prove that the institution in 
question can have a beneficial impact on the larger Society- Despite the waxnings of 
certain archival thinkers, this trend can only increase as archives seek to position 
themselves at the cutting edge of the continuing information revolution; the stereotypical 
image of dusty tomes gathering dust in a vault possesses little appeal in an age of instant 
retrieval and multimedia CD-ROMs. 
Religious archives and evangelical and fimdamentalist Christian archives in 
particular face an additional set of challenges. They must convince their constituencies 
of the need to spend precious resources on what to many must seem like an irrelevant, if 
not counterproductive, task. When the stated reason for a denomination's existence is the 
preparation of souk for the füture, the presewation of the past will always rank low on 
the Est of pnonties. As demonstrateci in the previous chapters, archival institutions 
serving denominations with a heavy evangelical influence, such as the Mennonite . 
Brethren, spend considerable effort to convince their constituency th& the archival 
profession can be a means of spiritual service and that the preservation and study of 
history can be a spiritual activity. 
The fact that their constituencies are Mennonite religious denominations creates 
M e r  problems for the subjects of this study. Although arising out of a group that 
possesses many of the attributes used to define ethnicity, the Mennonite faith has been 
adopted by people around the globe representing a wide variety of racial and cultural 
groups. In North America, where the t e m  "Mennonite" is often associated with m a l  
simplicity, there is a strong reluctaace among many Mennonites to celebrate their p s t ;  
the fear exists that an emphasis on ethnicity will hinder efforts to attract new converts 
fiom other cultural backgrounds. As the various denominations, which still serve as the 
focal point for most aspects of Mennonite iife, become more and more diverse, the 
pressure increases to jettison the past and become subrnerged in the North Amencan 
evangelical Christian mainstream. Mennonite archives, which inevitab ly must preserve a 
great deal of material of an ethnic nature, are thus forced to demonstrate that they are still 
religious institutions that possess a relevance for all members of the constituency and not 
simply those who happen to have descended fiom the original founders. 
This pressure, of course, varies in intensity fiom denornination to denomination, 
depending on a number of theological and histoncal factors. In our study, it is evident 
that the Mennonite Brethren have been particularly susceptible to the lure of North 
Amencan evangeiicai theology, resulting in a prolonged struggle in the Conference over 
what aspects of the Mennonite identity to retain. As a result, the Historical Commission 
of the North Arnerican Conference, which oversees three different archives,. has been 
particularly active in producing materials and organizing events that focus specifically on 
topics of interest to the Mennonite Brethren. The Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies 
in Winnipeg has cooperated with its sister institutions in promoting the Anabaptist 
hentage of the Conference in a manner that does not alienate newcomers fiom other 
backgrounds. One of the major reasons for this particular focus is undoubtedly the 
concem that Anabaptist distinctives are being lost in the rush to transcend traditional 
boundaries. 
The Mennonite Heritage Centre, ui contrast, has been fortmate to serve as the 
archival repository for a Conference that is much more cornfortable with its Anabaptist 
heritage. It has also had the pnvilege of being located within an educational institution 
that has promoted the study of Anabaptist theology and Mennonite history. 
Consequently, the Centre has been much more w i h g  to focus on Mennonite ethnicity 
and culture in its outreach and promotional activities. It is extremely unlikely, for 
instance, that the Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies would even consider offering a 
course in conversational Low German; as recently as 1998, however, the Heritage Centre 
was dohg exactly that. The Centre obviously regards its mandate as being more than 
simply serving as an information resource for the Conference office- In keeping with the 
ecumenical nature of the CMC and its parent General Conference, the Heritage Centre 
attempts to provide archival services to a broad cross-section of the Canadian Mennonite 
community. It appears to possess a more positive view of ethnic and cultural distinctives, 
regarding them as a necessary balance against the pull of mainstream North Amencan 
evangelicalism. In order to achieve this balance between religion and ethnicity, the 
Heritage Centre has unashamedly championed histoncal research as being beneficial in 
its own right It has also tried to introduce Mennonite culture and history to a wider 
Canadian audience through popular literature and displays. The Hentage Centre's 
physical facility and advantageous location have allowed it to introduce the Mennonite 
community to a wider variety of commemorative activities. 
This focus on balance, however, has also prevented the Heritage Centre fkom 
matching the Mennonite Brethren in the development of popular audio-visual and print 
resources on Conference history. The Heritage Centre has been handicapped in this area 
by the lack of an over-arching archival andlor historicd program at the national and the 
North American levels. Efforts are fially underway to write a comprehensive history of 
the CMC as its nears its centennial. The recent series of mergers and the inevitable 
identity cnsis that follows may at least partially account reason for this recent focus on 
the Conference's past. 
In the fist  chapter of this thesis, a number of different theoretical collective 
memory modefs were discussed. The majority of scholars in this field have developed 
some sort of confIict mode1 where collective memory is either a tool of oppression used 
by the ruling classes to keep the lower classes in submission or a battlefield where 
various warring factions clash for the nght to de&e the identity of the larger group. The 
only significant dissenter appears to be Barry Schwartz who sees collective memory as a 
potentially positive force that can b ~ g  an otherwise disparate society together and serve 
as an inspirational force in times of crisis. 
W c h  of these models best defines the roles of the two archives currently under 
discussion? Are they simply tools of the governing bodies or are they the voices of the 
rank and file? 1s their presence divisive or do they make a positive contribution to the 
uni& and weIL-being of their respective conferences? 
Although these archiva1 institutions are answerable to the goveming bodies of 
their conferences, it is evident that they are not simply part of some larger hierarchical 
system. In both conferences, ultimate authority lies with the local congregations and the 
nationai offices are essentidy limited to serving as advisory and resource centres and co- 
ordinating a few large programs such as missions and education. The archives 
themselves, especially in the case of the Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies, have 
served as a counterbalance to the desires of some leaders to totdly eluninate aii vestiges 
of their conferences' ethnic orïgins and completely embrace conservative North 
Amencan evangelicalism. 
It is also obvious that the archives are not the voice of an oppressed "proletariat". 
Their role is too specialized and is of little interest to the general public apart fiom a 
small band of genealogists and amateur and professional historians. Both institutions 
have been diligent in producing material aimed at a popular audience but with the aim of 
creating rather than meeting any demands for such material. 
As noted in the second chapter, Mennonites are tom between a desire to take 
pride in their ethnic heritage and a fear that an undue emphasis on ethïcity will hinder 
evangelistic efforts. This conflict, in both its personal and collective manifestations, lies 
at the heart of the struggle to define Mennonite identity. 
Archival centres can, of course, influence the debate in both negative and positive 
ways. Historical research and Wnting can accentuate tensions as well as create new ones, 
especially in an already kactured community where the past is often exploited to 
demonstrate the purported religious or cultura1 superionty of one group over another. 
History can also uncover and emphasize similarities that could serve as potential unimg 
forces in the Mennonite community. Indeed, the two archives in Winnipeg are notable 
for being at the forefiont of MB-CMC cooperation in Canada. 
In the case of the Mennonite Heritage Centre and the Centre for Mennonite 
Brethren Studies, it appears that the Schwartz mode1 best describes the intentions of the 
institutions if not necessarily the results. Both institutions strive to draw upon the 
primary memory fiamework that underlies the global Mennonite comrnUNty. At the 
center of the fkamework is, of course, the New Testament account of the death and 
resurrection of Jesus Chnst and the subsequent bransforming power that He gives to ai1 
those who believe in Him. For Mennonites, the second most important component is the 
account of the k t  Anabaptists and the sufSering that they endured in the effort to 
establish an independent church of adult believers. Whatever their current theological 
persuasion, al1 Mennonites c m  find inspiration in the courage of these ecclesiastical 
pioneers. Ministers fi-om both the Bght and the left continually invoke their example. 
The two archives differ slightly in their ukknate goals. Although the Centre for 
Mennonite Brethren Studies would no doubt pledge its goodwill towards the Iarger 
Mennonite Community, it has Iargely focussed on its own conference. Within the 
Conference, it is able to broaden the prùnary fiamework to include the sderings of the 
first Mennonite Brethren members who broke away firom the larger church in Russia in 
1860. Since the CMC lacks any dramatic unimg event such as the 1860 secession, the 
W t a g e  Centre has created a larger mandate for itself as an institution that c m  both 
connect Mennonites with their past and unite them under the banner of Anabaptist 
theology . Both archives are making concentrated efforts to reflect the increased diversity 
of their respective conferences in the hope that a new collective identity c m  be found in 
the new, global, multicultural Mennonite church that is united by a common purpose 
rather than a common pst. 
This thesis wi11 hopefully provide the basis for M e r  study of the role that 
archival institutions of dl kinds play in the formation of collective memory. It would be 
especially interesthg to see how the efforts of other religious archives compare with 
those of the two institutions that have been the focus of this paper. Does the theological 
orientation of the parent denomination or institution have a significant bearing on its 
archives' promotional and outreach activities? How do the archives of religious groups 
associated with a pdcu la r  geographical region or ethnic group determine whether their 
chief purpose is cultural or spiritual? If a denornination based in North America succeeds 
in establishing missionary churches in other cultures, what steps, if any, are taken by the 
archivai program to reflect this new diversity? 
In addition, it would be interesting to discover the nature of the roles played by 
archivai institutions in the collective memory wars. To borrow the vocabulary of John 
Bodnar, do they reflect the ideology of the "officiai" or the "vemacular" interests? Or do 
they occupy a third reconciliatory position somewhere between the two opposing camps? 
Archives preserve and describe much of the raw material that goes into the creation of 
collective memory. As this thesis demonstrates, they also play a significant role in the 
shaping of this raw material into fished products for popular consumption. Students of 
collective memory who make use of archival records should be encouraged to spend 
some additional time examining the institutions that house them. 
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